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=j This final report documents four computer programs
developed and delivered under NASA-ARC contract #NAS2-9754. 	 All !
of these programs provide copmputational assistance in the
analysis of man/machine systems.	 The programs are as follows:
(1)	 Modified Transfer Function Program (TF)
(2)	 Time Varying System Response Program (TVSR)
'm (3)	 Optimal Simulation Program (TVOPT)
(4)	 Linear Identification Program, (SCIDNT)
All of these programs have been installed and are opera-
tional on the TSS-360 System at NASA-ARC. 	 The Modified Transfer
Function Program is a result of modifications to a previously
delivered computer program described in "Human Operator
Controller Model— (HOCOM); User's Guide," by J. Mohr and
K.	 Kessler dated April 1978. 	 The program converts the time
domain state variable system representative to frequency domain
transfer function system representation. 	 This program is
1,described in more detail in Section II.
The Time Varying System Response Program (TVSR) computes)
time histories of the input/output responses of the human
operator model.	 It does this by means of a closed loop simula-
tion derived from the system matrices calculated from the
( modified transfer function program. 	 The link between these two
programs is provided by writing the output of TF to output disc
for storage.	 The simulation program reads this data and
computes time histories. 	 The simulation program was coded in
such a way as to receive generic input data. 	 That is, any
linear system description can be written to disc (from card
` input, if desired) and read by the simulation program for
- subsequent processing. 	 Specifically, Appendix A lists a stand-
-^i;U-X
ialone program which can be used to create a general output disc
file to be read as input for the TVSR program.
	
Due to the fact
that the input data is obtained from a disc 'file, the TVSR
program features a powerful mechanism to accurately simulate .i
time varying manual systems.
	 System matrices are read from disc
for start and stop times.	 At appropriate intervals, the TVSR
y
J
program interpolates between times to produce a smooth transition
that approximates a time varying system.
	
Several of these
piece-wise linear constant coefficient simulations can be -
"pieced" together to create extremely versatile code. 	 Section II
describes the use of this linear simulation program (TVSR).
The third computer program is an optimal simulation program
(TVOPT), described in Section IV.	 It is similar to the program
TVSR in that it produces time histories of system states .,
associated with an operator in the loop system. 	 The first major
difference of these programs is that TVOPT explicitly accounts
for the reaction time of the operator whereas the TVSR program f
®_1
approximates the delay/prediction process by a lumped linear
system.	 The second basic difference is that TVOPT was designed
to operate as a stand-alone program.
	
The system description is
directly read from input cards whereas the TVSR program obtains
its data from disc data created by the transfer function program R
or by some other means	 (.see Appendix A).	 The third difference
is that TVOPT cannot interpolate and, thus, represent systems
constrained to a constant coefficient system._ The last
difference between these two codes is TVSR computes, the expected
`	 value (and la uncertainties) for the states as well as sample
time histories, whereas TVOPT._is limited to only sample time
histories.
'.
Both programs TVSR and TVOPT write the input/output time
histories for the operator to disc for subsequent processing by
the.fourth computer program, the linear identification algorithm "'"	 I






which operates on the simulated data from TVOPT (or TVSR) or
real operator data stored from motion simulators in an appro-
fashion.priate	 This code produces estimatesof the various
parameters associated with the operator model and is a modified
f' version of the SCI Identification Program (also named SCIDNT)
that has been delivered to various other government agencies.
t „ This program is described in Section V.
t._1
Each program description is self-contained within the
appropriate section.	 The description includes a sample input,
the correct procedure to execute the various programs on-the TSS
`	
L
system, library routines and input/output disc files where
appropriate.
	
In the descriptions to follow, it is assumed the
reader is familiar with the theoretical considerations involved
with the algorithms; 	 in particular, it is assumed the reader has 4
knowledge of the optimal control human operator model, which
-
these programs utilize. 	
_
a	 I
In most cases, the notation used in the computer programs
(as well as this user's manual) conforms to the widely usad F,
G, H etc. matrices defined in the optimal control literature.
The operator notation also generally follows that used in the
literature.	 The one exception is the SCIDNT program which uses
I different notation internal to the program.
	
However, even in r.
this case, every attempt was made to modify the output labels in







uII. MODIFIED TRANSFER FUNCTION PROGRAM (TF)
2.1 DESCRIPTION
The Modified Transfer Function Program (TF) converts a time
domain state variable system representation to frequency domain
transfer function system representation The transfer equations
may be computed for:
(1) plant/noise model only (no human mode],,)
(2) human model only open loop
{{
	
(.3) combined plant/noise/human model - open loop
(4)_ combined closed loop plant/noise/human
s
In addition, various frequency domain analysis aids are
also computed. These include:
(1) plant/human operator state dynamics eigensystem
(. 2,) printer plots/tables of Bode magnitude andphase
diagrams of any specified,_ transfer function element
arising from systems 1,2,3,4, above
(3) poles/zeros of any specified transfer function element`
s -	
(4) residue at all poles for any specified transfer
function element.
The TF computer code also computes the covariance matrix
associated with the closed loop system dynamics (plant/noise/
human model).
t;	 The computer code has also been designed in conjunction
with additional computer code (also delivered to Ames Research
Center) called Time Varying System Response Program (TVSR)
described in the next section. An option is available to write





reads this data and computes the time varyin g system response of
user requested states and their associated la uncertainties.
2.1.1 Program Functions
The basic options are determined by the system configuration
specified-by the user. Transfer functions for multi-input/multi-
output plant/noise/human models may be computed for the following
cases (.see Figure, 2.1)
(1) open loop plant dynamics only (open loop)
(2) human operator dynamics only (open loop)
(3) human operator/plant dynamics (open loop)
(4) closed loop system dynamics
(5) covariance matrix
The equations representing the above use r options are given
in Table 2.1.
The basic structure of the program allows for repeated
application of generic transfer code which utilizes a constant
coefficient differential system of the form:
Fx + Gu
Y Hx D
where x is an n component state vector, u is an m compo -I
nent input vector, and y is a p component output vector.
The frequency domain representation of the same system in
terms of the complex frequency s is:



























where T(s) is a matrix of complex, rational expression,
transfer functions between elements of the input u(s) and the	 k	 'I,
output y(s). T(s) can be expressed in terms of F, G, H, and
D as.
T(s) = H(sI - F) - 'G + D
s [H adj (sI F)G + A(S)D]	 (2.3)
A(s) is the characteristic polynomial of the system and can be
expressed as:
4(s)	 ao + al  + a 2 s 2 +	 +
 an_lsn-i + s
n	(2.4)
or as
A(s) = (s-p l) (s-p 2 )'... (s-pn )	 (2.5)
The Pk k = 1,...,n are the poles of the system, Eq. (2.1).







In general, the elements of adj(sI-F) are polynomials in s a
and can be expressed in the form:
(adj (sI - F )J i j = b ijo + bljls + bij2s2 ± ... + bijRsR
(s-z
ij1 ) (s-z ij2 )	 ( s-zij.)




The zijk are the zeros of 'the transfer function between yi
and uj . The number of zeros, Q, is less than or equal to n.,
Given the matrices F, G, H, and D, the program can compute
the n coefficients a k in the characteristic equation and the
n+l pxm arrays of coefficients bijk'
This generic transfer function code utilizes the Leverier
algorithm described in the literature. Typically, systems on
the order of 18.20 states can be determined with excellent
accuracy utilizing both forward and backward computations.
Numerical problems can and do occur with systems larger than, 20
states.
In principal, then, transfer functions associated with (1)
plant/noise model, (2) human operator model,and (3) closed loop
system are restructured so as to appear as Eq. (2.1). A slight
variation on this common procedure is used to compute the open
loop plant/noise/human model transfer functions. For this case,
the open loop plant/noise transfer functions are computed
followed by the open loop human model transfer function. The
associated adjoint matrices are multiplied together to produce
the resultant system (the characteristic equation for each is
similarly multiplied)
2.1.2 Computational Aids
Other computational aids for systems analysis are also
available. These fall in the general categories of:
(1) State Dynamics Eigensystem
(2) Frequency Domain Analysis Aids 	 -
_(3) Covariance Matrix Calculation of the Closed Loop System
(4) Optimal Cost Function of the Closed Loop System
These are briefly described in the following subsections.
11
OVA— _
2.1.2.1 State Dynamics Eigensystem
Given the state dynamics matrix of the time domain repre-
sentation of a linear system, the program is capable of
determining the complete eigensystem.. The method of Householder
orthogonal transformations is used. The following parameters
are computed:
(1) Eigenvalue (pole) locations in the complex plane
(2) Natural frequency of each pole (magnitude of the
eigenvalue)
(3) Damping factor of each pole -RE (a) / Il 1 I(
(4) Eigenvector corresponding to each ei aenvalue. The
eigenvector is normalized so that its largest component
has unity magnitude
(5) magnitude of each (possibly complex) component of each
eigenvector
(6) Phase angle of each component of each eigenvector
relative to the largest component of its own eigen-
vector
2.1.2.2
 Frequency Domain Analysis Aids
The user may specify elements of the transfer function
matrix which he wishes to be analyzed in detail 	 For each
element specified, the following options are available
Bode Plots
The program can produce printer plots of the Bode magnitude
and phase diagrams for the transfer function element'. The user
must specify the maximum and minimum frequency for the plot.
The user also has the option to plot the transfer function





The program can compute the zeros of the transfer function
^-	 element. These are the possibly complex roots of N ij (s) = 0.
The D.C. gains are also computed for convenience.
Residues
The program can compute the residues of the transfer func-
tion element evaluated at all of the system poles. The residue
of the i, j element at the kth pole is defined as:k ^ 	 _
r.
1






2.1.2.3 Covariance Matrix Calculation of the Closed Loop System
The program computes the covariance matrix associated with
the closed loop system. It utilizes the Q-R algorithm
developed as part of the OPTSYS computer program. This algorithm
fails with zero eigenvalues. A standard procedure is to introduce
small perturbations on the order of 10 -10 to 10 -15 (depending on
the size of the matrix) in selected elements of the system matrix
_	
so as to slightly move the eigenvalues away from zero.
2.1.2.4._Optimal Cost Function of the Closed Loop System
The program computes the individual costs JU, JX as well
as the sum J (as defined in Table 2.1).
2.2 UTILIZATION
The Modified Transfer Function Program (TF) is very similar
to a previous delivered transfer function computer program (see
Section 1). Basically, this new version replaces the augmented





by new augmented states ar:
tion (Pade approximation)






ig from a linear system approxima
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i
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linear system approximation required for the TF program. These
	 t
blocks shown in Figure 2.2 must be lumped into an equivalent
system; given by the augmented states listed in Table 2.1.
Combining the filter states with the augmented states
	 -!




















F+ = Fh	 KHh - (Gh-AM Dail
The open loop operator transfer function, u/y, is now
computed rather than that discussed in the above referenced
report. The human operator/plant dynamics (open loop) option
now relies on u/y (given above) in the calculations
Example
An example is given to show how the input matrices (provided
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X 1 = -.2.X 1 + w	 w _ 0
X 2 = X1 
+ u
y = x2 + vy	 vy	 o
y (perceived)	 y(t-T)	 T	 delay time
P
The user must input values for
W = E (wwT)
Vy = E(vy vyT)
as well as Q, g arising from the optimal cost
ff^	 11Q +	 1^	 l^gJ	 f x	 u	 }dt
To obtain a linear system approximation to the predictor
(in the Kalman filter) and the delay in the control, we approxi-
mate the predictor as 1+Ts and the delay from a second order
Pade approximation as
f (T) 6 - 2Ts
6 + 4Ts + T2s2
The predictor and Pade approximation are lumped into an equiva-
lent transfer function of the form:
U -
	 6 - ' 2Ts	 (1 + Ts)
ud_	 6 + 4Ts + T2s2
6 + 4Ts	 2T 2 s2










6 + 4Ts + T2s2
_ (6 + 4Ts - 2T2s2)r
er some manipulation,
F X + G ud + CC va a	 a	 a
u = H a Xa +Daud +BCva
where
Xa = [rrj,
	0 	 1	 0	 0
Fa	
6 -4	
Ga	 1	 ra 0
E	 T2	 T	 T2
H = [ 18 12T ]	 D a = - 2
a
and BC is selected to produce "motor noise," va , of suffi-
cient amount desired by the user.
Observe that the prediction and delay functions of the
operator are lumped into one transfer function, currently up to
order S. This is only possible because of the linear assumptions
i for these processes.
The output data from the modified transfer function program
is identical to that used in the original version. The input









states given by the matrices	 FA , GA , I'A , HA, DA ,	 BA , and	 VA
(= cov VA).
Features
There are several features embodied in the code.that require
some discussion.
1	 It is possible to iterate on the values of(	 )	 p V	 andy
VA 	so as to converge to a solution (see Table 2.2, Group 1)
r
VY	 pY E O , k
and
Va = P a E (Y)
Either	 VY 	(only) or	 V a	 (only) or both, may be iterated. The
»^iteration utilizes the subroutine MITER which in turn calls
subroutines GRADE, ITERCK and AITERY.	 The algorithm forthe
iteration (in GRADE) for both 	
V 
	 and	 Va 	is
,.
V(new)	 _, 10** [logl0 V + log10 V(old) ] ..i
where V is a generic representation of each diagonal element of
the covariance matrices	 VY 	o	 Va.	 V	 is given by
V
_Y	 -
Vl	 =	 pY XCOV	 (i,i)	 i	 =	 1,2,...,n
















—	 V.	 =	 XCOV	 i	 +l,J+2,...,mp	 (i,l)	 Ji	 a
P a	= constant
j	 # of measurements of operator (size of Hh)
m-j = # of elements in	 V
i
a
Modifications to this algorithm may be included in GRADE to $i;
improve convergence. i
The "stopping" criterion (determined in ITERCK) is to check
,a




for all elements.	 (That is, all elements must satisfy this
criterion to stop the iteration process.) 	 A dummy subroutine
(AITERY) is coded to allow for further modifications of 	 Vy
	to
incorporate the utilization of perception thresholds in the
display.
The user must be careful to structure the matrix
	
Hc ,	 since
- XCOV	 is the covariance matrix of y c = He Z	 and not	 Z.	 (If
He = I,	 the two matrices are equivalent.)
- (2)	 An arbitrary polynomial (up to order six) of the form
N(s),/D(s)	 may be multiplied by any transfer- function prior to
obtaining a Bode plot. 	 This provides additional plotting
capability for the user.
(3)	 The input switch FCNTRL=T (in the input, Group 1
cards) causes the structure of	 F c	to be slightly modified.
Using this option,	 Fc	 is given by:
19
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F- G D A	 0	 G H
	 u
p	 p	 a	 p	 a






-- --Ga ^ ------- 0 —	 —	 — — —
It can be shown that this structure effectively bypasses
the Kalman filter and the operator now only contains the optimal
controller equations.	 This is obvious by inspection by noting_
ZT _	 [XT XT Xa1,	 and	 F 	 above decouples the filter states	 X
from the closed loop system, 	 (The filter terms are still
included, but are decoupled from the system.) 	 This implementation
was used to 'minimize changes to the structure of	 Fc.
2.3	 INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
The program receives its input through cards and disk files.
2.3.1	 Card Input
There are two cards required for each run.	 Card 1 is a i	 a
title card for output identification.	 Card 2 is the option
specification card.	 All succeeding input is dependent upon the .
options selected on card 2. 	 All matrices utilizing card input
are read in by rows. 	 The default format is 8E10.4. 	 All matrices
utilizing disk file input are read in by'rows.	 The default
format 'is'4E20 . 13.	 Table 2.2 describes both the required and j
optional card input.
2.3.2	 Disk Files j
Depending on which options the user elects, the program can






2.3.2.1 Reading F and G (Plant Dynamics) from Disk (Unit 9)
The unit for reading F and G (plant dynamics) from disk is
referred to as IUFG and has a default value of 9. 	 This unit need
only be assigned when DISK = T.
IUFG is a formatted file.	 F and G must be written by rows'.
They are read by a variable format stored in array IFMT2(13).
The default value is
	
(4E20.13) and may be altered via NkfELIST/
L OPTION/.
^ 2.3.2.2	 Scratch Unit	 (Unit 10)
Logical Unit 10 is a scratch file.
	 It should always be
assigned as a temporary file.





r Output from plant dynamics calculations is stored on a file
referred to as	 IUP and has a default value of 11. 	 This file	 a	 ',
contains the characteristic equation and the numerator matrices. 	 ka
It should be assigned whenever PLANT = T.	 It will usually be a
temporary file.	 If it is assigned as a permanent file, on a
subsequent run, the user may set JENTP	 1 on Card 2, Group 2 to
produce further transfer functions without redoing previous
calculations.
i
2.3..2.4	 Output from Human Operator 	 (Unit 12)
Output from the human operator is stored on a file referred
to as IUH and has a default value of 12. 	 It should be assigned














(Note:	 If assigned as a permanent file,	 the user can use
file IUH as if it contained output from plant dynamics, and use
JENTP = 1 on succeeding runs to get additional transfer func-
tions.) bi
2.3.2.5
	 Output from Human Operator + Plant Dynamics
	 (Unit 13)
•
Output from the human operator + plant dynamics is stored
on a file referred to as IU3 and has a default value of 13.
	
It
should be assigned whenever HOPLT = T. 	 Its description and use
is the same as for Unit 11, Section 2.3.2.3 	 (see note, Section
2.3.2.4),
. i
2.3,2.6	 Output from Closed Loop
	
(Unit 14)- ..
Output from the closed loop is stored on a file referred to
as IUC and has a_default value of 14. 	 It should be assigned
whenever CLOSED = T.	 Its description and use is the same as for
Unit	 11,	 Section 2.3.2.3	 (see note,	 Section 2.3.2.4).
r _
2.3.2.7	 Writing FC,	 GC,	 HC, WBIG, VY, VA to Disk (Unit 21)
The unit for writing FC, GC, HC, b1BIG, VY and VA (if used)
is referred to as IUSYS and has a default value of 21.	 It is a









1 1 13A4 ITITLE A 52 character title to be
printed at the top of each out-
put page
2 NAMELIST PLANT L = T, required for plant dynamics
/OPTION/ calculations (Default = F)
HUMAN L = T, required for human opera-
tor calculations	 (Default = F)
HOPLT L = T	 required for human opera-
- for and plant dynamics calcu-
lations (Default = F)
CLOSED L = T, required for closed loop
calculations (Default = F)
COVAR L = T, required to compute
covariance (Default = F) 	 -
MINOUT L = T, to obtain "minimal" out-
put (Default = F)
BACKWD L = T, to use backward Leverrier
algorithm to compute adjoint
matrix for no. of statesS 5.
(Automatically uses backward
Leverrier algorithm if no. of
states >5).	 (Default = F)
DISK L _ T, if plant dynamics F and G
- matrices are to be read from
Unit 9.
SAVSYS L _ T, to write FC, GC, HC, W,
Vy, VA to Unit 21
	 in binary
format (,Default = F)
!JUNIT I Unit no, all matrices (except
` F and G for plant dynamics
if DISK = T) and matrix
elements will be read from
(Default '= 5)
' IFMT('13) A Array containing format to be
used when reading matrices
















IFMT2(13) A Array containing format to be
used when reading _F and G
j from Unit 9
(Default =	 (4E20.13))
ITERC L = !T, for iterating on Vy
and/or Va
	 (Default ,= F)
j ITERVY I No. of iterations to do on
Vy (Default = 0)
ITERVA I ado. of iterations to do on
Va (Default = 0)
RH04 D.P. Constant for Vy iteration
(Default =	 .0314159
RHOY D.P. Constant for Va iteration
(Default =	 .092477)
FCNTRL L = T, to switch FC matrix to
control	 only.	 (Default = F)
2* *Include Group 2 only if
PLANT = T
1 13A4 ICMMNT A Comment card for user identi-
fication of start of plant
dynamics input.
2 8I5 NSP I No. of states (<30)
NSP I No. of controls
	 (<4)
NMP I No. of measurements (<10)
NOP I No.	 of noise (<4)
NTFP I No. of transfer functions
desired (may be 0)
JEIGFP I Egenvalue flag for.F
='-1,	 compute and skip all
other plant dynamics calcu-
lations
=-'0, do not compute
= 1, compute and continue
calculations
JFSNGP I Singularity flag for F










1,	 F	 is	 singular
JENTP I Entry flag
= 0, regular run
= 1, if adjoint matrices
were previously computed and
saved, and only specific
transfer functions are
desired
3* 615 *Include NTFP sets of cards
3-3B
IRWCLP(l) I Row no. of transfer function
desired
(2) 1 Column no. of transfer func-
tion desired.
	 If IRWCLP (2)
<0, the transfer function
produced will	 be (IRWCLP(l),
(-IRWCLP(2)+1)*S.
(3) 1 = 0, zeros only
= 1, zeros, residues
= 2, bode plots only
=	 3,	 all
(4) 1 Frequency (in radians/second)
of lower bound of bode plot
(log)
(5) 1 Upper bound of bode plot
(log)
(6) 1 = 0, normal size bode plot
= 1, double size bode plot
(magnitude scale only)
3A* (3,7E10.5) NCOEFN I No 	 of coefficients in the
numerator of the polynomial
(N/D) which multiplies the
transfer function before
plotting.	 (<.6)
COEFNP D.P. Coefficients in descending
powers of S
*Include only if IRWCLP(3)>2
Note: All Group and card numbers marked with











3B* (I5,7E10.5) NCOEFD I No. of coefficients in the
denominator of the polynomial
(N/D) which multiplies the
transfer function before
plotting.	 (<6)
COEFDP D.P. Coefficients in descending
powers of S
*Include only if IRWCLP(3)>2
4-4n* IFMT FP D.P. F matrix (NSP x NSP)
*Include only if JENTP = 0.
5-5n* IFMT GP D.P. G matrix (NSP x NCP)
*Include only if JENTP = 0.
JEIGFP # -1
6-6n* IFMT HP D.P. H matrix (NMP x NSP)
_ *Include only if JENTP = 0.
JEIGFP # -1
7-7n* IFMT DP D.P. D matrix (NMP x NCP)
*Include only if JENTP = 0.
JEIGFP # -1
8=8n* IFMT GAMMP D.P. r matrix (NSP x NOP)
*Include only if JENTP = 0,
JEIGFP # -1
3* *Include only if HUMAN = T
1 13A4 ICMMNT A Comment card for user identi-
fication of human operator
input
2 715 NSH I No. of states (<15)
NCH I' No. of controls (<4)
NMH I No. of measurements (<10)
NOH I _No. of noise (<4)
NTFH I No. of transfer functions
desired (may be 0)
JEIGFH I Eigenvalue flag (see Group 2
card 2)
JFSNGH I Singularity flag (see Group 2,
card 2)
Note: All Group and card numbers marked with * are conditional input.
26	
_
GROUP CARD FORMAT VARIABLE TYPE DESCRIPTION
NO. NO. NAME
3* 615 IRWCLH(1-6) I See Group 2, card 3
*Include NTFH sets of cards
3-3B
3A* (I5,7E10.5) NCOEFN I See Group 2, card 3A
COEFNH D.P. See Group 2, card 3A
38* (I5,7E10.5') NCOEFD I See Group 2, card 3B
COEFDH D.P. See Group 2, card 3B
4-•4n* IFMT FH D.P. F matrix (NSH x NSH)
5-5n* IFMT GH D.P. G matrix (NSH x NCH)
6-6n* IFMT HH D.P. H matrix (NMH x NSA)
7-7n* IFMT DH D.P. D matrix (NMH x NCH)
8-8n IFMT GAMMH D.P. r matrix (NSH x NOH)
9-9n IFMT QH D.P. Q matrix (NSH x NSH)
4* *Include only if HUMAN = T
1 13A4 ICMMNT A Comment card for user iden-
tification of augmented
states input
2 I5 NSA I No. of augmented states
3 IFMT FA D.P. FA matrix (NSA x NSA)
4 IFMT GA D.P. GA matrix (NSA x NCH)
5 IFMT HA D.P. HA matrix (NCA x NSA)
6 IFMT DA D.P. DA matrix (NCH x NCH)
7* IFMT VA D.P. VA matrix (NCH x NCH)
*Include only if COVAR = T
5* *Include. only if HOPLT _- T.
1 ;	 1.3A4 ICMMNT A Comment card for user iden-
tification of human operator
+ plant dynamics input -
section
i	 L I5 NTF3 No. of transfer functions













3* 6L5 IRWf,L3(1-6) I See Group 2, card 3
*Include NTF3 sets of
cards 3-3B
3A* (I5,7E10.5) NCOEFN I See Group 2, card 3A
COEFN3 D.P. See Group 2, card 3A
3B* (I5,7ElO.5) NCOEFD I	 - See Group 2, card 3B
COEFD3' D.P. See Group 2, card 3B
6 *Include only if CLOSED = T
1 13A4 ICMMNT A Comment card for user iden-
tification of closed loop
input section.
2 715 NMC I No. of measurements (<35)
NTF.'C I No. of transfer functions
desired (may be 0)
JEIGFC I Eigenvalue flag
'See Group 2, card 2
IDNTHC I _ 0, HC matrix will	 be
read in
-- = 1, HC matrix set to
identify
3* 6I5 IRWCLC(1-6) I See Group 2, card 3
*Include NTFC sets of card
3-3B
3A* (I5,7ElO.5) NCOEFN I See Group 2, card 3A
COEFNC D.P. See Group 2, card 3A
3B* (I5,7E10,5) NCOEFD I, See Group 2, card 3B
COEFDC D.P. See Group 2, card 3B
4 IFMT CG	 - D.P. Matrix for augmenting GC
(NSA x NCH)








6* IFMT HCORG D.P. H matrix for closed loop
(NMC x NSC, NSC = NSP +
NSH + NSA). *Include only
if I DNTHC = 0
7* *Include only if HUMAN
	
T
1 IFMT GSML D.P. g matrix (NCH x NCH)





VY D.P. Vy matrix (NMH x NMH)
t
u_ Note: All Group and card numbers marked with * are conditional 'input
A Alphanumeric
I = Integery >
	
L = Logical
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WRITE FC, GC, YES	 SAVSYS*T?

















































READ PLANT TRN. FCN.
FROM FLUE !UP
READ HUMAN TRN. FCN.
FROM FILE IUH
b




MULTIPLY THE 2 DEN (CHAR...













The following control cards are required to execute the TF
program on the NASA ARC TSS/360 system.
(1) LOGON...
(2) DDEF FT10F001, VS, SCRATCH, DISP =-NEW, RET = T
(3) DDEF FT11F001	 VS, PLANT, DISP = NEW, RET = T
(4) DDEF FT12F001, VS, HUMAN, DISP = NEW, RET = T .^
(5) DDEF FT13F001, VS, HOPLT, DISP = NEW, RET = T
(6) DDEF FT14F001, VS, CLOSED, DISP = NEW, RET
	 T
(7) DDEF FT21F001, VS, TIME.Fl, DISP _ NEW
(8) JBLB NEWTFLIB
(9) LOAD BLOCK$$ ^ r
(10) CALL MAIN$$ I_
(11) (data !'
(12) LOGOFF
The previous transfer function described in the HOCOM user's
manual (see Section I) is executed identically by the above
sequence with the following exceptions:
a
(a) eliminate card #8
(b) replace card #9 by LOAD BLKDTI
(c) additional input data required in #11
The description of the above execution deck follows:
(1) Usual LOGON card.
(2) Scratch file used by transfer function'.
	 It is always
needed and should always be assigned temporary








(3)-(6) Files needed depending on options chosen. I.e.,	 if
closed loop dynamics is not desired, card ( 6)	 can be
eliminated.	 The RET = T parameter makes these files
temporary.
(7) If the closed loop system is to be saved for use by
the time varying program, this file must be assigned.
(8) Library of routines.
r'
_(9) Load in block data:






















1 9 FOR NUAAN
20
_	 ] l	 J	 1
21 1	 1 3	
-1	 1
2L 1	 l..
23 1	 1 .0
?e-








29 U . L'
30 1.o
31 0. 3
32 0	 0 ^. r
33 b	 0 1.n
34 AUGAEN ,r p- o STA TES
	 r.ipu•r
35 2
36 F^ . i 1. t
37 -266.67 26. E6--





43 CLCSEC LOOP J.1PU'r
44 n	 1 0	 1.





49 J . Ci
70 1.t;
51 AUU7'r 70 +-NL r-- U;-I
	 t4	 Tr4 PU'P








` !TITLE = SAMPLE RUN --- TRANSFER FUNCTION
9 THE OPTIONS HAVE BEEN SET AS FOLLOWS  ^
PLAT ; T DYNAMICS	 =T
HUMAN i4NAHICS = T
CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE = T
tiUiaAN v PLANT DYNAMICS	 = F	 -
itI1:I1•iAL	 OUTPUT	 FLAG	 =	 F y
BAC46ARD LLVcRRiER FOR NO. 	 STATES LESS THAN 5 = F
ALL oiATR CES	 WILL BE HEAD WITS; FOR'NAT	 ME16.4)	 )
Fhuti UNI?	 5
` COVAhIANCE FLAG = T
DISK HEAD FOR F AND G 	 (PLANT)	 = F
rihITC	 FC,GC,HC, WisIG,VY,VA	 .0	 DISK	 FLAG	 =	 T
F AHD G	 (PLAN T.)	 014	 DISK USE FORMAT	 M E2G.1 3) 	) ,;
UNIT FOh	 FC,GC,HC,IvBIG,VY,VA 	 =	 21
SNITCH TO SET FC MA TRIX TO CONTROL ONLY = F
FLAG TO ITERATE ON VY AND /OR VA = F
***PLAN T DYNAMICS INPUT.
NU.
	
OF STATES =	 ?_
• NO. OF CONTROLS =	 1
tJO.	 OF	 iliEASUfilllENTS	 =	 1
NO.	 OF NOISE SOUNCES =	 1
EIGLhVALUt FLAG FOR F =	 G
SIfiGULARITY FLAG FOR F =	 G
iNTRY FLAG =	 G
0 TRANSFER FUNCTIONS WILL BE DONE.




F,	 PLANT	 DYNArt1CS_ ..-._..
1	 2
1	 —/_.'OGOOD	 DO	 0.0000 j
2	 1.0060D 60	 1.0000D-05
w H,	 PLAN T DYNAMICS
1	 Z.




i 1	 0.0000	 0.0000








SANPLE hUN --- TRANSFER FUNCTION
AUGM 1-14TED G AND GAtNNA liATRIX
a
1	 O.(5000 1.00000 00








u"r	 CGt.TItGLS	 =	 1^
i;u.	 Ur'	 C^ASUhErtcNT:;	 - 1
t.O.	 GF ' tiG3SL	 SGuitchS	 = 1
EIGENVALU6 FLAG FOh F = 0
SINGULARITY FLAG FOh F =	 0
1 ThANSFER FUNCTIONS WILL BE DONE.
hOh COL.	 OPTION	 -_LUG-HIN LOG MAX	 PLOT FLAGr t	 1	 3	 -1 1	 0	 NUM. COEFA 10000E 01
DEN.	 COEF..10000E 01






1	 -2.0000D 00 0.0000
r
2	 10000D 00 1.60000-05





H,	 HUH. DYN.	 INPUT
1 2
1 0.00	 3 1.0000D 00
D,	 HUM. DYN.	 INPUT. pCf 1 ^
,Q 1 0.0000
L^
GAOMA, HUM.	 DYN.	 INPU T b
1 1.0000D 00 C{' tv
,Q 2 0.0000
}
i Q,	 HUM. DYN.	 INPU T 	--
1 2_
1 0.0000 0.0000
2 0..0000 1.0000D OG
SAMPLE RUN --- TRANSFER FUNCTION
• **AUiir1cNTED	 STATES'	 NNUT.
NO.	 OF STATES =	 2
NO.	 OF CON T ROLS =	 1




i^,^ 1 0.0000 1.6000D 00
GA
1
` 1	 0.0000 Ai,2	 4.4444D 01
,HA







I 1	 1.048OD-01 t
SA14PLL RUN --_ TRANSFER FUNCTION
#^• CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE INPUT'
NO. OF STATES =	 b
60. GF CGIITROLS =	 3
i' NO.	 OF 0EASU RL1.IENTS	 =	 7
SET HC = IDENTITY MATRIX FLAG = 	 1 a
EIGEUVALUE FLAG =	 0
1 TRANSFER FUNCTIONS WILL 6E DONE.
ROW COL.
	
OPTION	 LUG MIN	 LOG HAX
	
PLOT `FLAG
1	 1	 3	 - 1 	 	 0 NUM.	 CO_LF..10000E 01












UNAUGMENTED CLOSED LOOP HC
1	 2 4 5 6
- 1	 1.00000 00	 0.0000	 0.4000 O.GGGO 0.0000 0.0000
E 2	 0.0000	 1.0000D 00	 0.0000 0.0000 -•0.G000 0.0000
3	 O.OGoO	 0.0000	 1;.00000 00 O.,GGOG 0.0000 0.4000
i 4	 0.0000	 0.0000	
O.0 00 1.6G00D GO G.G00G G. 0600
5	 0.0000	 0.4000	 G.000O 0.0000 T.OGGOD 00 0.0000
6	 0.0000	 0.0000	 0.0000 0.0000 O.G060 1.0000D OG
i, •^ ♦ END 0	 INPUT
!	 : ttr'i	 PL ANT	 DYNA1:1CS	 0t1TPUT
GA	 TtST	 U r.	 The.. i;J ,chlC	 ACCUhAi:]	 ur	 '!'nc	 l.ot.-r.,:'t Lt:.cnnlct.	 ,:c "'riv 3 	 _	 c. S:"
i. SHOULD	 bE	 IDc.VTICALLY' ZERO ACCG1f!)71vG 	 TO	 Tdc Tihcbhy. i_
1T	 6AS CALCULATED FOR	 THIS	 Pi:ObLLP1 AJ- -
f











2	 c	 12G	 6. 5q'lID - II-.55-1?
I T	 IECTION1. E; ,1thHIER	 (,LGOIITiiM	 WAS	 COtIPU.EU	 IN	 THE	 FORWARD	 DIREC ONLY.
G'
z_:_ -s 71	 r..-«.	
M 





GUMENATOR'NAThiX COEFFICIEWr FOR S**	 2.__
1	 0.0uG0	 u.660G
'iUNEhATOF HATRIX COEFFICIENT FOh S"* 	 1
2
1	 1.6000D 60	 0.0000
NUMERATOR MATRIX
_
 COEFFICIENT FOR S** 0
1	 1..
--- 2.G000D 00	 1.00001) OQ'----
MATRIX OF DC-GAINS
7	 2.
1	 -1.u60.0D 05 -5.6066D 04
SAMPLE RUN --- TRANSFER FUHCTION
----------------------------------- 
POLES OF THE	 .T RANSFER FUNCTIO[t
4'	
----------------------------------+
w 	 COEFFICIENTS OF THE CHAHACTERISTIC EQUATION' IN DESCENDING POWERS OF S c
1.00000D_00	 1.99999D 00	 -2.00000D-05
, POLES OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION AS C014PUTED FROM THE ABOVE POLYNOMIAL =
G	 (-2.00000D	 06)
	 + J(	 0.06000)
HAG,	 ANGLE,	 ZETA	 c	 0.20000 01





	 ZETA	 c	 0.1000D-04	 0.0000	 -0.,1000D 61
SAMPLE FUN --- TfiANSFER FUNCTICN
	 -






1	 6.9096D-01	 4.47210 00 !	 -
FILTER GAIN 1
1	 9.6636D 012	 1.3464D	 01
SAMPLE 6UN --- TRANSFER FUNCTION
ars HUMAN OPERATOR DYNAMICS OUTPUT.
MAT&ICES FOR HUMAN DYNAMICS.
FHH
3 41	
-2.0000D 00 -9.0636D 01	 0.0000 0.0000
r 2	 2_.362_O	 00	 -4.5194D - GO 	1.8000D 01 1.8000D 00
3	 0.0000
	
0.0000	 0.0000 1.00000 00
4	 -3.0710D 01	 -1.9676D 02	 -2.6667D 02 -2.6667D 01
GHH
1	 9.06360 01











8.9443D 00	 1.8000D 01 1.8000D 00 1
A .TEST OF THE NUMERIC ACCURACY-OF THE-ONE-WAY LEY-BRR-IER METHOD I5 THAT THE N-TH 6 MATRIX
hl` SHOULD BE IDEN T ICALLY ZERO ACCORDING TO THE THEORY,.
IT WAS CALCULATED FOR THIS PROBLEM AS---
N-TH	 L'	 M^.A T. RI
1	 2	 3 4




3	 2..72656-12	 -3.3651E-il	 3.638OD-11 9.09490-13
4	 -9.09:49D-16	 5.4813D-10	 1.4552D-11 -2.4556D-11
LEVEfiRItR ALGORITHM WAS CONPU TED'IN THE FORWARD DIhECTION ONLY.
9 SAMPLE fiUU --- ThANSFER FUNCTION
- ------------	 ---------------- 	
--- ---	 ----^









blfTNi%	 C'OEFF'IC7f;i '	 Fuh	 5} i	3
1
I	 2.4568D	 02




G :^ U i•1 r h ^ r!' U tl	 21 k T.  h 1 Jt' C U t t r l ^ I E tJ^: 	 t• i^ k
	
S = ^	 i 	 ^.. _
_	
__ ^_




	 ^.........i	 a......,..	 wxwx.^r^F
1
)
i 1	 -4.67751) u4









E SAhPLE RUN -- - TRANSFER FUNCTION-
+-----.--.------------------------- ate+l'
' POLES OF THE TRANSFEh FUNCTION
=.
------------------------------------
COEFFICIENTS OF THE CHARACTEfiISTIC EQUATION -IN DESCENDING POWERS OF S =
j.
r. 1.006000	 00	 3.31864D	 01	 1.02322D	 03 7.019790 03 1.70357D 04 
E
POLLS OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION AS COMPUTED FROM THE ABOVE POLYNOMIAL c
0	 (-1.25314D	 01)	 +	 J(
	 2.53228D	 01)
NAG,	 ANGLE,	 ZETA	 G.282.5D	 02	 G.1163D	 03 0.4435D 00




	 =	 0.28251)	 02	 -0.1163D 03 0.4435D 00
2	 (-4.061b1D	 00)	 +	 J(	 2.2GO5GD	 00)
HAG,	 ANGLE,	 ZETA	 =	 G.4620D	 01	 0.1516D 03 0.E793D OG ^ o
3	 (-4.661b1D	 00)	 +	 J(-2.20050D	 OG) F-
3flAG,	 ANGLE,	 ZE T A	 =	 0.462_00 01	 -0;.1516D	 03 0.87939 00 r-1
•` SA&HPLE RUN
	 --- TRANSFER FUNCTIO)J
ZE80ES OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION
r + --	
--------- ----------	 ----	 ---+ rb
ZEROES OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION BETWEEN
	
Y(	 1)	 AND U( 1)
e
f
1	 (	 1.99992D	 01)	 + J(	 0.00000) HHAG.	 ANGLE,	 ZETA	 =	 0.2000D G2	 0.10000 -0.1000D 01









HAG,	 ANGLE,	 ZETA	 =	 0.42801) 01	 0.1800D 03 0.1000D	 01
.COLFFICILNTS OF THE NU14EHATOR POLYNOMIAL IN ASCENDING POWERS OF S =
-1.40195D	 09	 -4.67750D 04	 -2.22403D 03 2.45686D 0?.
RtSIDU 'S OF	 Tlit	 T. iaiw	 FLh. rUl CTIONZ
POLE LOCATION	 hLSIVUE AT THL POLE: CGMBIriED RESIDUES=1•SAG*CGS(w1)*T+Pill)
i•IAG61TUDE Pii1 (Di:G )
k .	 a ;
` (-1.253146`	 01)	 + J(	 2.53228D	 01)	 (	 1.356980 02)	 + J(	 1. 40361D 02)	 3.904639 02 -45.96773(-4.06181D
	 GO)	 + J(	 2.20050D	 00)	 (-1.285b4U 01)	 +	 J(-6.35190D 00)	 2.86835D	 01 153.71120
'r FUNCTION TO BE	 PLOTTED IS Y(	 1)	 TO U(	 1)
'i TRANSFER FUNCTION TO BE PLOTTED a
•;?i h^bn7`:(. ::




	 )uy--Y..	 ..i-v	 rrrti,.,c
i	 : a. Gi. v.l it'. Q TV 1i C11tNC it"1 CI.TJ ll.	 Lt.:.J^'^11 v111U	 Vlivt;!} ..	 _
u.IOGuuuut ul	 0.331a643L 02	 :1.10232221,	 -3 11	 0.76197 17 21:	 311	 0.11l ;75L	 05itul' VALULZ
1 F	 :uL. ' .CI :IA L i ,ITUUE PHA.S'6
F
-3.1000OL 00 0.lb309L u2 0.1-	 h5E G1
G.10471E GO 0.18109E 02. 0.17953E 03-
0.10965E OO 0.18309E 02 0.17951E 03
0.11462E 0 0.18309E 02 0.17948E 03
0, 12223E 00 U. 18309L 02 0. 17946E 03
0. 125b96 00 0.18309E 02 0.17943E 03
0..'13181L OG G. 18316E G2 0.17941E 03
0..13004E 00 0.lb310E 02 0.17938E 03
0.14454E GO 0.18310E 02 0.17935E 03
G:. 15116E G0 G.lb31GE 02 0.17932_E 03
0.15o496 00 G.lb311E 02. 0,17929L 03
0.16596E GG 0.16311E 02 0.17925E 63
0,.1737bL 00 0.16311E 02 0.17922"E G3
0.16197E GO G.16312E 02. 0.17918E 03
^t 0.19G55E GO 0.18312E 62. 0.17914E 03
` 0.19953E GO 0.18313E 02. 0.17910E 03
0.20693E 00 0.18313E 02. 0.17966E 03
k= 0,21678E 00 0.18114E 02. 0.17901E 03
`' 0.22909L 00 0.18314E G2. 0.17897E 03
0.219bbE GO 0.18315E 02 0.17892E 03
$' 0.25119E 00 0.18316E G2. 0.178871•: 03
0.26303t GO 0.18316E 02 6.17881E 03
a;
G.27542n G6 0.18317E 02 0.17876E 03
0.2864GE 00 3.18318E 02 6.1767GE 03
0.302.00E 00 :3.183190 G2 0.17864E: 03
0.3162.3E GG 0.18320E 02 0.17857E 03
0.33113- GO 0. 1832..2[: 02. G. 17850E 03
`	 -P 6.34674E GO O.lb323E 02. 0.17b43E 03
a` 0.36108E 00 0.1832.4E 02 0.17836h 03 i
"r G.315G19E 00 0.18326E 02 0.17828E G3
0.19611E G  0.1632.bL 02 0.178196 03
0.41667E 00 0. 16330E 02 G. 17811E 03
0.41652.E v0 G, 18332_E 02 0.17802E 03
0.45709E 0 0.18334E 02 0.17792E 03
G.47o63E G0 G.lb337E 02 0.177E2L 03
0.50119L 00 0.16339t 02 0.17771E 03
0.524blE 00 0.1b342E 02 0.17760E G3
N 0.54954E 00 0,16346L 02 0.17749E 03
0.57544E 00 0.18349E 02 0.17736h 03
0.,66256L GO 0.18353E 02 0.17723L G3
G.63v96E 00 0.18397t 02 0.17710E 03
0.6rjU64t 00 0.18362L 02 0.17195L 03
G-o9l8iE GG 0.163670 02 0.176bOE: 03.
6.72444E GO 0.18373E 62 0.17654E 03
G.75658E 00 0.18378E 02 0.17648E 03
0.79433E GO 0.183b5E 02. 0.176311E 03
G-63176E G0 0.18392L 02 0.17611E 03
G.c7656E GO 0.18400E 02 0.17591E v3
0.91201L 00 0.18406L 02 0.1757Gt 03
0.95459t CO 0.16417E 02 0.1754bL 0 !
0.100034 01 0.18426E 02 0.17°i25L 03
G. 10 1171E 01 0.18437L 02 G:175UOL u3
0.10985E: v1 G.U44bL G2 G.1747 11L 53
0.11 11b2e 01 0.184bGi: 02 G.1744CE 03
0.12023E 01 G.lb473t 62 0.17416E G3
0.129 989E Gl 0.18WE 02 G.173b9E 03
^.1 GA, -	 ...b56	 `_ 2 G ..n• 514 1
G.libu4E ul G. 1651'7 ti u7 O	 r) L' u;
-.
0•.144546, 6 0.18534.E 02 0.17277t 01
„ ,1 71T
E '4
0.19b49u 01 0.1857VE Gy 0.l7194L 83
--'~lb ^* s ^.1W1	 bS
^	 ^' 51 6 b~~-~~^ o: lt°ej*4
----G ' )L197L 01 » ' l«^lor. Gu 0.17G47L 01 -
-3.19055E »` 0,1869?e o? G_16991a 03
o ' 19»s !iu G` 0.lo674E on u- 16933u ri I
0.25693" 01 a.luu97s oa G.16oh9E ol
u. p167o^ 01 a,Iu719E 02 0.16001L ol '
0.22909u Ul 0.1674/" 02 0,1073OE ol !
0,2i9«8x 01 0,1b764u 02 0-16h9lr. 03
o ' 2S119" 01 0.16765u oe o.16573s n1
o.uo3n]E' 01 o.16v06u ox u.lo"ora 03	 ^0.27542s 01 0.18625o 02 0.16396E 03
	
^
o.28c4nL ul h,lbu*nE uz 0.1630uE 03
n ^ 30199s 61 0.1ho57E nx Ci.16199u 03
U.31623E 01 b.186b9E 02 V.16093u ul	 ^	 |
a.35113t ol V.lbh79s oz 0.15982E ul
G. 14674E 01 0 ' 168b4L ox 0. 15865E o1
0.3636bE ul u.luouhs uu 0-19744-6 03
o-38019c 01 0.16h84E 02 0.196186 ul
u.39nl1c 01 6.18K78o nz 0 ' 19*88u 03
o.416b7E 01 0,1bu67E oz o ^ l lil r *u nl	 .
0,41652E. 01 O ' I0on2u 62 0.19216u ol
o.*5709c 01 o.lbo33E »n 0,1*075u 63
0.47663s o1 o	 ^^hlou' oa u.1o9l^s nl	 ^10.5^119E u1 0. 18784E ou 0.1*709E ol
0.92461E' o^ o	 18rs^c, oz .o mOl^u nl ^
o_So g soe 01 0. 18724L ua o.1*463E ol
0.*794*a Ul 0 ' l6693u o2 n,143iuE ol
,0.60256E o^ o	 vU»tlu' oa .V	 ^u^7v^ o^
o.63096E Vl o,lu631u ox 0.14017u 03
o,»6o69u o1 0. 18603E 02 0,13b58a »3
	
.
u^^^^^]^`o1^0.^uu?8o ur V.!^hV6u '53
0,72*436 01 V,lb59uc uz G.M126 01
0 ' 75u9oc'01 0.1V5*4L oz i^.M66u 01 ^^--
0,7943^t ol n.Usl?C o» 1D ' 13196u ol
0.o3176u 01 o.Wi39u 03 6.*3622E 03'
0.67o96u 01 o.1ussVa - o'1cuoou o^
0 ' 91201E 01 0.'10571u op /o-1206oe |ol0 ^ 95499z 01 t ^ "660*c OP a	 1rur1u V^	 ! '
0.10000u 02 0 ' 18650u 0c10.12275u 69
onoL pLur.,.w«cazrooa OF ncovowuu
zn
^
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1.L-o1~	 a-u_0v	 s,^-n^	 i'u oo	 ,,u VV
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r:• OUTPUT FROM CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE.
FC,	 CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE	 I
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 _6
1 -2.-00000 00	 0.,0000	 0.0000	 0.0000	 0.0000	 0.0000
2 1.0000D 00	 1.0000D-05	 1.3820D 06	 8.9443D 00	 1.8000D 01	 1.8000D 00
3 0.0000	 9.0636D_01	 -2.GGOOD_00	 -9.0636D ill	 0.0000	 6.0600
4 0.0000	 1.34640 01	 2.38200	 00	 -4.5194D 00	 1.bOGOD 01	 1.8000D	 GO
5 0.0000	 0.0600-	 0.0000	 0:0000	 0.0000	 1.00000	 Gd
6 O.OGOG	 0.0000
	
-3.0710D G1	 -1.9676D	 02	 -2.6667D	 02 -2.6667D	 01	 a
HC CLOSED LOOP RESPOGSEG
1 2 3 4 5 6
''	 1 6.0006 0.0000 1.38l0D .G0 b.9443U 60 1.8006D OL 1.bG001)	 00
2 1.00OGG 0G 0.0000 G.000G 0.0000 0.0030 0.0000
3 6.0000 1.0000.D 00 O.OGGO 0.0000 G.GQGO 0.0600
4 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000D GG 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
5 0.0000 0,.0000 O.v00G 1.00000 00 0.0000 0.0060
6 G.OGGO 0.0000 G.0000 0.0000 1.0000D OG 0.0000
7 G.0000 Q.UG00 G.viiG v 0.000G 0.0000 1.OG00D-00
GC,	 CLOSED LOOP hLSP1 ? 3
1 1.0000D 00 0.O0GO 0.0000
2 G..00GO O.G000 1.GGGOD 00
3 G.0000 9.06's6G	 01 G.OGOG
01f, r-u..1 V' c„	 G1 0000	 '10
"'u:0000 ...._
b O.GOOG O.OG00 0.0000
•.
LEVLtih	 Eh ALGGhi'tit	 wAS	 CU:,PU''tLU IW	 TI1E	 FOi:irARD	 AND	 1:ACKdithU	 DTItL('IU`:; -
ta ic n }.i k L yt -T ¢ A N SI'.¢ H	 F U 1.4 t, . t it.
-












3 O.00OG	 O.OG00 0.0000
4 0.0000	 0.0000 0.0000
F	 5 0.0000	 0.0000 0.0000
6 0.0000	 0.0000 0.0000
7 O.G000	 0.0600 0.0000
NUMERATORj 14A T.RIX COEFFICIENT FOR S** 5
t
i 1	 2 3






3 0.0000	 0.0000 '1.0000D	 00
4 0.0000	 9.0636D 01 0.0000
5 0.0000	 1.34640 01 1.0000D 00
6 0.0000	 0.0000 0.0000
7 0..G000	 0.0000 0.0000
NUMEhA T.OR MATRIX COEFFICIENT Foil S**	 4
Cp 1	 2 3
1 0.0000 -1.7327D_01 3.6950D 01
2 3.31660 01	 G.G000 0.0000
3	 -
4






6.2.876D	 02 4.4131D	 01
6 0.0000	 0.0000 0.0000
r7 0.0000 -5.4595D 03 -1.9676D O2
NU:1EhATOh MATRIX COEFFICIENT FOR S**	 3 b
- SAMPLE RUN --- T RANSFER FUNCTIOrI tl
.H :a
1	 2 3




2 7.7754D 02	 0.0000 0.0000
3 3.31860 01	 -1.732.7D G3 8.80871) 02
4 9.06360	 01	 3.6191D	 04 1.1369D-13
5 1.3464D	 01	 6.2.592D	 03 8,bDb7D	 02
6 (j.0000	 -5.4595D	 03 -1.9676D	 G2 r
7 0.0000	 -3.4266G	 04 -3.47110	 G3
3NWIENATOR MATh!X CGEFFICILliT F(A S**	 2
1	 2 9
1 -2.2.2460 03 -2.33740 05 -3.64301)	 04
2 9.24 3b'D 03	 G. 0000 0. GOGO
3 1.02321) 	 03	 - Ii.1223D	 04 8.852OD 03




6	 3.0000	 -3.42obb	 04	 -1.47110	 (j S




	 COcFFiCie:VT	 FOR	 0 _	 ..
1	 2	 ti
4
1	 -1.4019D 05	 2.6639D 00 -2.80390 05
2	 1.4019D	 05	 --	 0.0000	 O.-0000
3	 1.70360	 04	 -2.8039D 05	 6.2701D 04
4	 1.0:60bD
	
05	 -2.16171) 	 00	 -7.27601)-11 E
5	 1.4651D
	 G4	 -2.9301D-01	 6.2701D G4
6	 -2.3367D 04
	 4.6714D-01	 -4.6734D	 04
7	 0.0000	 0.0060	 0.0000











5	 5.22510 -02 -1.0450D - 06	 2.23620 - 01
-6	
-6-3337D - 62	 1.6667D - 06	 - 1.6667D-01
7_	 0.0000	 O.00G0	 0.6000
'SAMPLE RUN --- THANSFEN FUNCTION
'NUNLItATON HA T. NIX COEFFICIENT tOlt 	 S**	 1
f
1	 2	 3
1	 -4.6775D 04 -2.8039D 05 -2.0512D 05
cn	 2	 6.3t3110_04	 0.0000	 0.0000 !
0	 3	 7.01980	 G3 -2_.3374D 05	 4.586blI	 04
4	 3.4978D
	 04	 2.1617D G5	 -4.3656D-11
5	 5.0554D 03	 2.9301D 04	 4.5868D
	
04
6	 -5.45950 03 -4.67330 04	 -2.95142 04
7	 -2.3367D	 04	 4.b734D-G1	 -4.6734D
	
04
SAMPLE RUN •--- TRANSFEtt FUNCTION ?
+----------------------------------+ i
>	 POLES OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION
CGEF.rICIENTS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC	 EUUATIOl1	 IN DESCENDING POWERS OF S n
1.OGGOGD	 60	 3.51864D	 01	 8.43915D 02 1.07984D 04	 8.22983D 04	 2.67816D 05	 2.803690 05
POLLS Or THE TRANSFER FUNCTION AS COMPUTED FROM THE ABOVE POLYNOMIAL =
0	 (-7.08451D	 00)	 +	 J(	 1.68931D	 01)
hAG,	 ANGLE,	 ZET A	 =	 0.1832.0 G2	 0.1126D 03 0.1867D OO
1	 (-7.08451D	 00)	 +	 J(-1.bb931D	 01)
NAG.	 ANGLL,	 'ZE T A	 =	 0.163?0	 G2	 -0.1126D 03 0.3b671) 00
2	 4- 7 .731860	 00)	 +	 J(	 7.60143D	 GG) J
NAG, -A 140Lti,	 META	 =	 0.l0b4U	 0?	 6.13991) 03 0.71310 GO
i	 (-7.711r46D	 Get)	 +	 .0)
MAG,	 ANGLE,	 •ZE M A	 =	 G.1Gb4U	 G2	 -0.135;G 01 0.7131b 00
4	 (-3.55369D	 GO)	 + J(	 O.000Ov)
HAG,	 ANGLE,	 ZETA
	 =	 0.35540 G1	 6.18GOD 03 0.1000D 01
5	 (-2.60600D	 00)	 + J(
	
G.00600)
^;AG,	 ANGLE,	 ZETA	 _	 0.20GGD	 01	 0.1600D 03 G.IOGOD G1









































f`	 ,	 Th	 1 5:	 UI;C-	 L'E`' l T'	 ur_1 r-.:, 	 A	 1)
1	 ( 1.9999 ?.D 01) + J(	 0.00000)
MAG, ALGLL, ZE TA =	 0.2aG0L' 02	 0.00OG	 -0.1000D 01
2	 (-6.66657D 00) + J(	 0.60600)
i•^AC, A2iGLL, t'LTn =	 0.6667b 01	 0.1t0GD 03	 "0.1000D 01
3	 (-4.?o0v5D 00):+ J( 	 0.0GCi00)'
:lA(i, ANZuLE, ".:LTA =	 0.42dOD 01	 G.18GG^ ,3	 U.1vUUll ^1
C;Dr. FIC:c.(+TS OF T.Ht -Wh6l(A TUh POLYNOli1AL i1. ASCiidUING P(,WEFiS OF S =
1.40195D G5	 4.6775UJ 04-	 -2.224031) 53	 2.45680D 02
RESIDUES OF THL TRAHSFiR FUNCTION.
POLE LOCATION	 RESIDUE AT THE POLE	 COMBINED RESIDUES=FLAG*COS(6D*T.+PHI)
MAGNITUDE	 PHI(LLG)
(-7.08451D 00) + J( 1.66911D 01)_,	 ( -6.7348.6D-01) + J(-6 93353D-01)	 1.93321D 00	 134.16728
(-7.73lb6D 00) + J( 7.60143D00)" 	 ( 1.14165D 00) + J( 1.09210D 00)	 3.15978D 00	 -43.72915
	
3.55369D-00	 3.757790-01
2.00000D 00	 1.31212D 00
FUNCTION TO 6E PLOTTED IS Y( 1) TO U( 1)
ThANSFER FUNCTION TO BE PLOTTED
NUMERA TOR COEFFICIENTS IN DESCENDING ORDER
0.2456795E 03-0.2.22402.72 04-0.4677496E 05 -0.1401949E 06
DENOMINA TOR COEFFICIENTS IN DESCENDING ORDER
0.1GG0OU0E 01 G.3518642L• 02 0.8439154E 03 0.1079889E 05 0.8229826E 05 0.2676160E 06 0.?803895E 06
BOVE PLOT VALUES
FficQUENCY	 MAGNITUDE - PHASE
0.10000E 00-0.60312L G1 0.17644.6 03__





G.T ib3E: 00-0.60391E 01
G.13a0-4E'GG-0.60409E 01
0.14454E 60-G.6G4286 01
0.151 3bE 06-0.604501•: 61
G.15b49E 00-0.60473E 01












t` 0.26o406 00-6.610b tit ;G1
0. 30P. OE vG 0.6116bt 'G1
0.316 iL 00 -0.61259L Gi
0.131138 GU G.61159L O1
G. "A674L 00-v.61 14691 01
U.163GbE 00-0.615119E 01
-.1.-U19E 00-6.61719E 01
3. 19 t. 11 	 60-J.61b62L 01
/.41L 7E. uO-G.bi 10I jL' U1
,,,,,	 .-.	 ; ^%. r 9h	 A.rr - ^. Fc^ lr.4rH	 fr1
t
lw 0.7.1,444E 00-0.65447E 01 0.15'AbE G30.7585bL 60 -0.65918: 01 0.15399E 03
0.79433E 00-0.6642,8E Gt O.15285E 03	 -
0.83176E 00-6.669798. 01 0.15168E 03
0.87096E 00- 6.1175751 01 0.150461 03
0.91201E GG-0.68218E 01 0.1492GE 03
0.95499E 00-0.68912E 61 0.14790E 03
0.100008 01-0.69658E 01 0.14656E 03
0.10471E 01-0.70459E G1 0.14517E 03
0.10965E G1-0.713204 01 0.143744 03
0.114b2G 01-0.722426 01 0.1422.7E 03
0.12023E 01-0.73227E 01 0.14675L 03
a
0.12589E 01-0.742.79E 01 0.13920E 03 I
0.13183E 01-6.75400E 01 0.13761E 03
0.13804E 01-0.76591E 01 0.13597E 03
0.14454E 01-0.77855E 01 0.134306 03
0.15136E 41-0.79192E 61 0.132..59E 03
0.15849E G1-4.806046 01 0.13085E 03
0.16596E 01-0.82092E 01 0.12.907E 03
0.17378E 01-0.83655E 01 0.12726E 03
0.18197E 01-0.852.93E 01 0.12542E 03
0.19055E 01-0.87004E 01 0.123548 03
0.19953E 01-0.88788E 01 0.12.164E 03
0.20893E 01-0.90641E 01 0.11972E 03 i
0.21878E 01-0.92.561E 61 0.11776E 03
0.22909E 01-0.94544E 01 0.11578E 09
0.23988E 01-0.96567E 01 0.11378E 03
0.25119E 01-0.98683E 01 0.11175E 03
6.26303E 01-0.10083E 02 0.10970E 03
0.27542E 01-0.10301E 02 G.10762E 03
0.28840E 01-0.1052.4E 02 0.10552E 03
Ul	 0.30199E 01-0.10749E 02 0.10338E 03
N	 0.31623E 01-0.10976E 02 0.10121E 03
0.33113E 61-0.11205E 02 0.99012E 02
0.34674E 01-0.11435E 02 0.96770E 02	 }
0 36308E 01-0.11664E 02 0.94484E G2
0.38019E 01-0.11892.E 02 0.92146E 02
0.398114 01-0.12.119E 62 0.89751E 02
0.41687E 01-0.12343E 02 0.87291E 02
0.43652-E 01-0.12565E 62 O.b4756E 02
0.45709E 01-0.12783E 02 0.821374 02
6.478634 01-0.12997E 02 0.79423E 02
6.50119E 01-0.13207E 02 0.76604E 0?	 I0.52481E 01-0.134126 62 0.73666E 02
0.54954E 01-0.13613E 02. 0.70598E 02
6.57544E 01-0.1381GL 02. 0.67385E 02-
0.60256E 61-0.14003E 02 0.64015E 02
0.63096E 01-0.14193L•' 62 0.60472E 02
0.66069E 01-0.14380E 02 0.5674.5E 02
11.69183E G1-0.14566E 02 0.52818E 02
0.72443E 01-0.14752E 02. 0.48680E O2
0.75858E 01-0.14939E G2 0.443188 02
0.79 :433E 01-0.15129E 02. 6.39721E 02
O.b3176E 01-0.15324E 02 0.34879E 02
0..87096E 01-0.155268•' 02 0.297634E 02
0.91201E 01-0.15736E 02 0..2442,8E 02
0.95499c 01-0.15956E 02 0.186026 02
0.10000E G2-0.16188E 02 0.12900E 02


























.a	 • ,	 •>	 , 	 r.......:.	
. 	 1.:..:	 sue««+.
O. 161h8l	 02 0.1?gGGE	 02
UUiJL	 PLOT...6AGWITUUIS OF	 Ii SPOHSE
0is -----	 ---	 --+- ----------- - ------------ 	 ---+---	 -------- ------------+--------------*---	 -	 - -	 -_-	 ---   
iiirXiairriiro lMl ,aiaaaarr l g alaaaa g aa g aaiaala // aa/aa 	,
st .lto toots _
F offs**
-Zu. +---------- ---+----------------------------------+----------------------------------+---------------
1.E-01	 2.E-01	 9.E-01	 1.E 00	 2.E 00	 gi.E	 00	 1.E 01
FNEUMICY, li-,-(RAU/SEC)
1!UOL- PLOT ... PHASE OF THE RESPONSE
r..	 1 t 11..
-_+











d0, +--------------+-------------------+----------------------------------------------------- ----------- Q
r
i	
—JfJ. ♦ -------------- +------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ +
--------------*-------------------+--------------+--------------+----------------------------------+1.E -01	 P.1:-fit	 S.F.'-01	 1.E	 00	 ?.E	 00	 5.E	 00	 1.E G1
i-REOUE11CY,	 h	 (RAR/SEC)
!'i1L	 3 7 1:AUY S"'Al'"	 COVAi1;ARCF	 MATRIX	 IS
` 1	 a	 3
	
4







1.h	 00 7.t 00
------------------- --------------






1 ? 4 5 6 7
1 9.b678D 00 -3.28?.91, 	 00 -4.8355D-O) -3.7.8290 00 -4.83550-01 8.18860-1)1 2.2167D 00
? 1.ltl7y1)
	
Oi. 4 .256OU 00 4.83S50-01 2.92611) 00 3.72070-01 -4.67670-01 -9.353FD-01
1 4.b355D-01 8.GS47D-02 3.72070-01 6.9986D-02 -5.5087D-02 -3.5119D-01
4 -1.7LJ9U OG 7_._^i?_6)1)	 0.0 3.77071) -G1 2.52611) 00 3.77.071)-01 -4.6767D-01 -9.35350-01
5 -4,83SSU-01 3.7207D-01 6.9966D-02 3.77071)-01 6.9986D-02 -5.5097D-02 -3.5119D-01
t, b.18b61) - Ul -4.67670-01 -5.5087D-02 -4.67670-01 -5.50870-02 1.08770-01 -1.63760-15
7 2.71671)	 00 -9.3535D-01 -1.91190-01 -9.35350-01 -1.5119D-01 -1.55430-15 3.6947D 00
C0; 't' I120EX
ItJii	 : -0.3 ?b79U	 O1
1tJU	 = -0. 11PPR D 01
It' J - 0. 6556(!)	 01





















1 1 1 Title for run
2-8 2 Option card.	 Plant, human and closed loop
dynami cs will be done.	 Covariance will	 be
calculated and closed loop system will be
saved on file for use by time varying program.
9 2 1 Comment card indicating start of plant
dynamics input
10 2 Indicates 2 states, 1_ control, l measurement,
1 noise, no transfer functions, no eigenvalues,
singularity of FP unknown, regular run
11-12 4 FP matrix
13-14 5 GP matrix
15 6 HP matrix
16 7 DP matrix
17-18 8 rp matrix
19 3 1 Comment card indicating start of human dynamics
input
20 2 Indicates 2 states, 	 1 control, 1 measurement,
1	 noise, 1	 transfer function desired, no eigen-.
values, singularity of FH unknown
21 3- Transfer function desired is for row 1,
column 1; zeros, residues, and bode plots are
desired; plot bounds are - 1 to 1 and normal
size plots should be done
22 3A 1 coefficient in the numerator of polynomial





















23 3B 1 coefficient in the denominator of polynomial
multiplying transfer function before plotting;
value
	 is	 1.0
24-25 4 FH matrix
26-27 5 GH matrix
28 6 HH matrix
29 7 DH matrix
30-31 8 rH matrix
32-33 9 QH matrix
34 4 1 Comment card indicating start of augmented
states input




38-39 4 GA matrix
40 5 HA matrix
41 6 DA matrix
42 7 VA matrix
43 6 1 Comment card indicating start of closed loop
input
44 2 No. of rows in unaugmented HC is 6, 1 transfer
function desired, no eigenvalues, HC to be
set to identi ty matrix
45 3 Transfer function desired is for row_1.,
column 1; zeros, residues and bode plots with
















46 !; 3A - 1 coefficient in numerator of polynomial
multiplying transfer function before plotting;
value
	 is	 1.0
47 3B 1 coefficient in denominator of polynomial
j multiplying transfer function before plotting;
value is	 1.0
48-49 4 CC matrix for augmenting GC
50 5 BC matrix for augmenting GC
51 7 1 Comment card for additional human dynamics
input
52 2 g matrix
53 3 W matrix






_.tea .^ .^	 _t_u^,^,_.........,^	 ^_	 s^.r.^—_	 _----^,.^^,.__._ .^.^_ ._	 ^,..
C (1) PLANT _UFNAMIC5 -- CUFy YUTtz Y/U UK Y/W
C	 XbGT = FX + GU + GANMAW
C	 Y .	 UX + DU
C
C (2) HW-iAN OPERA 'T'OR DYNAMICS -- COMPUTE U/Y
C	 Se ROUTINE MHUMAN FOR STRUCTURE.
C
C (3) HUMAN OPERATOR + PLANT DYNAMICS
C	 COMPU'I'L 	 E/E', WHERE
C	 E =(A-ADJL'*C) *(A2*AUJB2*C2)	 FIRS!' ( ) FROM (1) ABOVE,
C	 SECOND( ) FROM (2) ABOVE
C !	 F :=(DE 'D) * (DETDl)
C
C (4) CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE''
C	 ZDOT = FZ +GAMNAW
	 SEE ROUTINE MCLOSE FOR DESCRIPTION OF F AN




C	 ALL INPUT IS PERFORMED IN INIT AND INIT2.
C	 Ti(LRE ARE ? GkOUPS OF
 `INPUT"SETS.
C	 GROUP 1
	 TITLE: AND OPTION$
C	 GN(JUP 2 = INPUT FOR PLANT DYNAMICS
C	 GROUP 3 = INPUT FOR HUMAN DYNAMICS
C	 GROUP 4 = INPUT FOR AUGMENTED S'L'ATES
C	 GROUP 5 = INPUT FOR HUMAN OPERATOR + ` PLANT DYNAMICS
GhJUP 6	 INPUT FOR CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE
cn	 Gl^GUP 7	 ADDITIONAL INPUT FOR HUNAN DYNAMICS
C
	 THE PhOGkA&% LOGIC IS SUCH THAT IF THE OPTION IS SET SO-THAT ---
C	 EIUi•:A-4 DYNAMICS ARE DONE, THE PROGRAM ITERATES 014 GROUP 7 INPUT.'
C	 OTIfEEcv.ISE, IT WILL 1'I'L•'RATE STARTING AT GROUP 1.
C
C	 ALL MATkICES ARE READ F?Y ROWS ACCORDING TO FORMAT IN ARRAY IF17T.
C	 (SEE GROUP 1 INPUT DESCRIPTION)
	 -
C
C	 ALL CARDS MARKED WITH * ARE CONDITIONAL INPUT.
C
C	 GROUP I AL0,AYS IIJCLUDED
C	 CAKE EUk 1AT	 DESCRIPTION
C	 I	 (13A6)	 TIT'LE(13) = TITLE 1'O BE PRINTED AT THE TOP
C	 OF EACH PAGE
-C	 2	 NAMELIST' / OPTION /
C	 PLANT T, TO DO PLANT DYNAMICS (DtrFAULT=F)
C	 HUMAN = T, TO DO HUMAN DYNAMICS (DEFAULT=F)
C	 NOPLT = T, TO DO HUMAN OPERATOR + PLANT DYNAMICS
C	 (OGFAULI-F)
C	 CLOSED = T,T'O GO CLOSED LOOP RESPONSF
C	 (DL• FAU LT= F)
C	 COVAR _ T, TG GO COVARIANCES
C	 (DL•'FAUL'I'=F)
C IF(-IT
	 13 t%OftD ARRAY FOR VARIABLE INPUT FORMAT.
C	 ALL CAI?D hATRICES ARE READ WITH THIS FOR
C	 _(DEFAULT = 8E111.4)
C	 MIINOUi' = 'I', FOR )!INI THAL OUTPUT
C	 L'ACKV.0	 T, TO USE PACKv;ARD LEVERRIER 114
C	 COMPU'T'ING ADJOIN'!' EVEN IF NO. OF STATES








C DISK = 'T IF THE PLANT F APil) G ARE TO 1
C BE READ OFF OF'. U!•aIT 5
C ITERC = T, T6 ITCN'APL ON VY AND/OR VA
C FCNTRL = '1', TO SWITCH PC MA'TRIX TO CONTROL ONLY I
C (DEFAULT = F) ;
C I EkVY = NO. OF ITERATIONS FOR VY ( DEFAULT=0)
" C ITERVA	 NO.' OF' ITERATIONS FOR VA	 ( DEFAULT = U)
C RHOY = CONSTANT FOR VY (DEFAULT-.0314159)
C RHOA = CONS'TAN'T FOR VA	 (DEF'AUL'T=.092477)
f,	 ! C SAVSYS = '1',	 IF VC, GC, HC, W@IG, VY, VA ARE TO
l
C BE WRITTEN TO DISK UNIT 21
C IFMT2 = 13 :'.'ORD ARRAY FOP VARIABLE F'ORMA'T USED
C FOR FILES USED WHEN DISK='I' OR SAVFCA=T.
C ( DEF•AULT=4U20.15 )
St C
C GROUP 2* INCLUDE ONLY IF PLANT='1'
C CARD FOR-MAT DESCRIP:TIOi`i
` C 1 13A6 1001N'T(13) = COMMENT CARD DENOTING START OF
C PLANT DYNAMICS INPUT. STRICTLY
C FOR USER ,IDENTIFICATION.
C 2 16I5 NSP = NO. OF STATES
e' C NCP = NO. OF CONTROLS
C NMP = NO. OF MEASUREMENTS
r,! C NOP = NO. OF NOISE	 --
C NTFP = NO. OF SPECIFIC TRANSFER FUNCTIONS TO BE
C LONE
C JEIGFP = EIGENVALUE FLAG FOR F
C —1, COMPUTE AND SKIP ALL OTHER PLANT
i C DYN. CALCULATIONS.
I' C U, DO NOT COMPUTE
L C 1, COMPUTE AND CONTINUE
# JFSNGP .._= SINGULARI 'T'Y FLAG FOR F
0, NOT KNOVNI ON0 1, F KNOv.Nl TO BE SINGULAR
JENTP = Elv'I'RY FLAG
C 0, REGULAR CALCULATIONS
F ' C 1, IF TEN. FCN. WAS COMPUTED AND SAVED
C IN A PREVIOUS 1;U[J, AND ONLY SPECIFIC
C THAI•ISFER F• U'!CIIONS ARE NOW DESIRED.
C 3* 1615  14EAD NTFP SETS OF CARD TYPE 3-3F 	 (NTFP MAY = 11) !
C IRWCLP(1)	 = ROw NO. OF TEN. MI. DESIRE:L' I
C (2)	 = COL. NO. OF TEN. FCN. DESIRED
C (3)	 = E,	 FOR ZEROES
C 1, FOR ZEROES + RESIDUES
C 2, FOR PODE PLOTS
C 3, FOR EvEkY HIND
' C (4) = LOWER BOUND OF LODE PLOT (LOG)
C (5) = UPPER BOUND OF' BODE PLOT (LOG)
C (6) = 0, NORMAL SIZE BODE PLOP
C 1, DOUBLE SIZE UOnP PLOT
C 9A* I5,?EI0.5 INCLUDE ONLY	 IF IR1:'CLP(3)	 .GE..	 2
C _	 ._:— NCOE7FN .= NO.	 OF COEF'FICIF;N'1'S It2 N'U%1EPATOk
C OF THE	 N/D	 POLYtllOi-:IAL t H1'Clf MULTIPLIPS
C THE 'loll .	 FCt[.	 1'f F URL •`	PLOITING.
C COLT•',-JP(I,J)	 = COEMCIEN S OF	 1H1: NU,iE•RATOR
C - IC.	 L*1:	 Ci.P;1j1!u;	 r :rU!	 t 1
C 36* 15,'E1d.5 INCLUDE ONLY IF I1?vCLe0)	 .Gf-.	 2
C NCOEFD,	 = NO.	 OF COLFFICIENl'S IN DE340,11INA'TOR 3
C COL•kDP(I,J)	 = Dvh;OriINA'1.OR COEFFICIENTS INi C DESCvwDlNG ORGEH.
G 4-4X* I6F1'T F 'MATRIX	 INCLUDE ONLY IF JENTP = 0 a
°-^^"	 '	
^	 .-..^,y) l S-5X* iv ii.e 'IG 'ttl`/1'1'HIX	 CLUDI-1 'l`)ivLY	 1I' JEIGVl?	 :NL. " -1A, JENTP-=7i`'	 .......''"
C
C 7-7X*	 IF'iT 1) 14A1'RIX
	 INCLUDE ONLY
	 IF JEIGPP	 .NE. —1,JENTP=0
C 8-bX*
	 IE'i-l'1' GAMMA WPM 1NCLDE ONLY IE' JEIGPP .NI . -1,JElvl'P=N
c.
a	 C Gtio UP 3*	 INCLUDE ONLY	 IF llUhMAN='1'4	
C CAhD Ful ,61AI DESCRIPTION.
c 1 13.%" —10'11•IN '1'(13)	 = SLE CARD	 1,	 cROUQ	 2
C
•	 C 2 16L5 NSH = NO. OF STATES
C NCH = NO. OF CONTROLS
C N:41I = NO. OF ME; ASUREMPNTS .
C NOH = NO. OF NOISE
C NITH = NO. OF TVN. FCNS. DESIRED
C JEIGFH = EIGENVALUE FLAG. SEE CARD 2, GROUP 1
1	 C JFStvG;1_ = SINGULARITY FLAG FOR F. SEE CARD 21
C GROUP 2
C 3* 16I5 R EAD NT FH SETS OF CARD TYPE 3-3N ( NTFH MAY = N)
C IRWCLH ( 6)	 = SEE CARD 3	 , GROUP 2
C 3A* I5, 7EI0.5 NCOLFN 	= SEE CARD 3A, GROUP 2
C COEFNH(I,J)=SEE CARD 3A, GROUP 2
C 3@* 15,7EI0 . 5 NCO E: F'D	 =SEE CARD 3Q, GROUP 2
C COEFLii(I,J)=SEE CARD 3Q, GROUP 2
C
C 4-4X IFMT F EIA1'RIX
C
C 5-5X IF'14T G MATRIX
C
C 6-6X IFMT if 'NAT RIX
C
C ?-?X IF NT D MATRIXC
S-8X IFNIT GAMMA MATRIX
N
9—yX IFKT 0 MATRIX d
GeOU? 4*	 INCLUDE -014LY
	
IF' HUMAN='1'
'	 C CARD 'FOKMAT DESCRIPTION
C 1 13A4 ICrlMN '1'(13) ,	 SEE CARD 1, GROUP 2
"	 C 2 15 IJSA = NO. OF AUGMENTED STATESC 3 1V T FA MATRIX ^O
r	 C 4 1Fcd9' GA NATRIX
k	 C 5 1  i'1' IIA MATRIX ^C1 f
C 6 IF .-ff DA MATRIX
C
p	 C
'* IFrt'1' VA iiAl'RIX, INCLUDE ONLY IF COVAR=T
C
I
GROUP 5 * 	INCLUDE : ONLY IF HOPLT=T
C CARD FORNA`L' DESCk1PTIGN
C
C
1 13A6 Iawm ter(13) = SEE CARD 1, GROUP 2-
t h
C 2 15 NY' F'3	 1`U. OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS TO DE DONE
C
C 3* 16I5 READ W TF'3 SETS OF CARD TYPE 3-3C (NTF3 RAY=G)
C IR.iCL3(6)	 = SEE CARD 3	 , GROUP 2
I'	 C 3A* I5,7EI0 . 5 NCUEFN	 = SEE CARD 3A, GkOUP 2
C C0Et`iJ3(I,J)= SF.L CARD	 3A,	 GROUP	 2
C 3k* 15,7L1U.5 NCO FIE U	 =	 SEH	 Ci%hfj	 31),	 GI,IiUI'	 2l C0EEG3( 1,J)= SEE CAPG :W, GItGUP •2
u	
C
C GROUP 6 * 	1I.CLUDE 01JLY	 IF' CLOSED='1' _.
C CARD- FUK:•;A'l' DESCRIPTION)
C 1 13A(a ICl -1.*-m'l'(13)	 = SEE:	 CARP, 	 1,	 GROUP	 2
C 2 1615 NNC =	 ")0.	 OF' ROV,S	 IN	 IiC
C IJ'I: E'^ "NO.	 Ol' 9'1,14	 FCNS.	 DESIRED
C )PI(;VC = EIGENVALUE FLAG, SEE GIRD 2, GROUP 2
C 11)WHIC' = N = 1 BENTITY 'MATRIX FLAG
TI,i	 I?11	Pf-'A,l) »TC'
p
NI, I  .%11,f, h 	 SE:"l	 O Il,f:%THY
`3* l'r 15	 RE.kb - WIFC__S.C,I S -Ot: CAIFI; TYPE' 3 . if IWITC ,,Ay _
i	 IR,CLC(6)	 SL•F CARL) 3 , GHOUP 2
I3,'Llr 5	 NCGt PN	 = SEE: CARD 3A, GROUP 2
C	 C0EFNC(I,J) SEE CARD ,3:A, GROUP 2
C	 3i:* 15, ? L11I.5	 NCUr FG	 SI L' CARD 3L, GNOUF 'l
C	 C0EFDC(I,J)= SEE CARD 3L', GROUP 2
C
C
C	 4	 IFmil	CC MATRIX 1 FOR GC )
C	 4A IFMT	 BC (•iATHIX ( FOR •GC )
C	 5* IFFYI'	 INCLUDE ONLY IF 1DNTlIC = d
C	 t1 MiATRIX	 —
C
C
C	 GROUP ?* INCLUDE ONLY IF' HU tAN=T, ALL MATRICES FOR GAINS CALL.
C	 CAkU FUkMAT	 DESCRIPTION	 -
C	 1	 13A6	 ICHNN'I' ( 13)	 SUE- CARD 1, GROUP 2
C
C	 2	 IF;4.1'	 G SMALL MA'T'RIX
C
C	 3 IFI•T 	vi BIG MATRIX
C'




C	 9 114P .UT- UNIT FOR F- -AND -G (-PLANT ) WHEN DISK=TRUE-
C	 10 SCRATCH UNIT ( ALWAYS NEEDED)
C	 11 GU '1'PU'1 UNIT FOk PLANT UYNAMICS (TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT)
C	 12 GUTeUT UNIT FOR HUMAN DYNAMICS ( 	 "	 )
C	 13 OU 'T'PUT UNIT FOR HOPLT DYNAM ICS (	 "	 )
C	 14 OUTPUT UNIT FOR CLOSED LOOP	 (	 )
rn C
tv
ImPLICI 'I REAL * 8 ( A—H, O—Z )
C
LOGICAL PLANT, HUMAN, CLOSED, HOPLTF
MICJOUT, BACKWO, DMATXP, D.YIATXH, DMATXC
I• LOGICAL EOt'
LuGICAL COVAI:
LOGICAL SAVSYS, FCNTRL,' ITERC, LIFER, AITER
C
COMMON /'-LOGIC / PLANT, HUMAN, HOPLT, CLOSED, MINOUT 	 —
,BACKWD, DNATXP, DMATXH, DMATXC	 -
,1TERC, FCN 'PRL, AI1'EH
CUt:o ;.O •t / SAVk,	 / SAVSYS
^(a•:K:;i•: / ,UNII i2 / IUFG,' IUSYS
CO.14NUN / i•iAXGIM / NSPNX, NCP: .x1X, NMPvlX, t.'OPt4X, NS:1'4X, NCHMX
d Mfl?4X, NOHMiX, NS -JMX, NC3MiX, NM3MX	 —
NSCMX, NCCMX, NMCMX
• COMMON / UNITS / IUP, IUH, IU3, IUC, JUNIT
C(i L10t /VAR/ COVAR
C
C PLAT UYPAJC5
(::L^,Ltv[il(Jfi F1 (il1, ^4!) ,Gi l (3 0 ,4) ,Ilil ( 10,3 i1),I)P ( 10,4) tGAMiMP(30,4)
LI,•,Lf Sl(? P i'( 1); IR•.vCLP( (i,4!;),lilN , b),I^UE(:fdP(4ta)
l^Itl:.f^.:ilbil Cc,F; E'itP(6,4•ri),ivL^t.iuP(8t1),CUI:f•'l:P(G,4i)
C
C tiU A.1-i UYc.JV;;ICS
L
Gli•:L',^,I(:iV Fti(15,15) , GlI(15,4),Htl(lt?,15 ) ^DH(1(},9),GAMMH (15,4)
	
ultt, ,[c,v r,^!!( ;15.J,5),k(,ALId(1$.1ti),CC;AIy(4,1.51,[RWCLItlfi,16) 	 ..
PH,	 NDL....,:(10)	 6),....
U1^tLI:SIUN CUE:FGli ( 6,16),GSML ( 4,4),.:1; 1G ( 4,4),VY( .11) 10)
L-AJ5,5), GA(5,4), tilt (4,5), L;A(4,4)
	 VA(4,4)
C
	 urLh "LLA, + 1'LA%'i
C
'^	 ^1 :L^d:1C,^ P^(S1),t.t,F^t^3(16),CUE:Etd3(4y76)
bLuL3(16),LGLILi(f,,16),IF•:^CL3(5,16)
f	 L
C CLU.	 LC;OP L'Yi,Af1IC5
_
61MENSICNN FC( -35;35),GC(35 19),NC(35,35),PC(36),XCOV(35,35)
CIflEig SIGN NDE:Gr.C(1225),COL`Ft1C(6,1225),NfjEGDC(1225),C:OEFDC(6,1225)
DUKEkSIGN IkaCLC(6,1225) , DC(35,35)




D1r11.c. S1ON 6PL '1'(16'5) , E:IGk (35),EIGI ( 35), WORK ( 5000)
DIMENSION Fi^Okn( 35,35 )
t'-	 DImENSIGH YU(36,1225),NDEGYU(1225)
C















C READ ALL IN gUT EXCEPT GSML, VY, WBIG'AND
C (;O 5U:1E I.1'ITIALIZA'IIGN
C
103 COLC INUF
CALL JIN11 ( F'i', GP, HP, DP, G.AMMP, G, IRNCLP	 -
r:DEGNP, NPLGDP, COEF •NP, COEFDP	 -
FH, Gil, 1111, GMIMfi, 011, IRwCLfi, NDEGNH	 -	 bNUEGDIi, COEFNh, COL•'FDH, Dli
IVhCL3, NDEGN3, NDEGD3, COEFN3, COEFD3 	 -	 N
HCORL, DC, FA, GA, HA, DA, VA 	 -
IN•wCLC, 14VEGNC, NULGUC, COE:FNC, COEFDC 	 -
CC, BC
s:XCO, IhUIt )




IF ('I .NCA. i'LMIT) GO TO 206
CALL NPLANT ( FLJ , GP, 110, DP, PP, YU , NXYU , IRWCLEF, NDEGYU	 —
iN0L• Gr,P, NDLGCP, COEFNP, COEF'DP, MXCO
t3F'LT, EIG14, LJGI, s;OkK, F'wOHK )
C	 HU N^:; L1_?, ;:1C	
_
!t	 1	 ^'1.	 tit	 °-11•.)	 GO	 '10 70;!
C'
C t%LA!.	 1'.	 GS'-L,	 'a41G,	 VY
C
25:	 COPe't'IGUI,
CA L1.	 INIT1	 ( GS!iL, 'WBIG,	 VY,	 JUNIT,__IEOF ) i
IF	 (	 I or	 )	 GO 1.0 999
260	 CUti'1`INUt:
-. ,4 `
[ C CUmPUTE THE CONTROL AND FILTER GAINS ( LAMBDA AND K )
C
CALL RGAINS ( Fll, GH, HH, QH, GSML, WBIG, VY, GAMMH
WOkK, CGAIW, FGAIh ) y
C
1
C CUItNU1L NE.v F MATRICES FOR HUMAN AND CLOSED LOOP
C AND f&ir  H--YsATkIX FOR CLOSED LOOP
..
C `
l CALL [•IFHFC' (	 Fe,	 G,	 Ftl,	 Gil,	 11H,	 Dlf,	 FA,	 GA,	 HA,	 DA,	 CGAIN,	 FGAIN
wGRK,	 FHH, E'C	 ,HCORG,	 HC
C CALL MHUMAN	 ( FHH, GHH, Hfill, DHH,	 HA,	 DA, FGAIN, CGAIN, PH
YU , MXYU , IlaCLH, NDEGYU, NCEGNH, NUEGpH
COEFWH, COEFVH, MXCO, BPLT, EIGR, EIGI, WORK )
C
C HU::AN OPEkATOR + PLANT DYNAMICS
C
IF (	 .NOT. f OPLT) GO TO 400
CALL MIJOPLT	 ( P1, YU	 , MXYU	 ,	 IRYICL3, NDEGYU
NDEGN3, NDEGD3, COEFN3, COEFD3, MXCO
EPLT, EIGR,	 EIGI, WORK	 I	 PP,	 PH )
C
rn C CLOSED-LOOP RESPONSE
,4^, C
400 CONT INUE
b. I f 	(	 .NO'I.	 CLOSED )	 GO TO 6011
p CALL ACLGSE	 ( G, Gil, GA(.',MP,	 FGAIN,	 FC, GC,	 HC,	 DC, CC.	 ESC
PC, YU	 , MXYU	 ,	 IHWCL .C. -NDEGYU -
NDEGNC, NDEGDC, COEFIvC,' tOEFDC, MXCO
h BPLT, EIGR, EIGI, WORK, FOORK	 )
C





CALL viCGS'P(XCOV, Oil, GS@;L,CGAIN,RJX,RJO,RJ,WORK)
C
j 450	 CONTINUE
` IF (	 . NOT-- I1'E RC ) GO TO 500
C CG(•,rU'lE tit.„ VY AND/ON VAk
CALL rIITEsi	 ( XCOV, VY, VA,	 &vORK, LITER, AITCH )





C SAVE T11E SYS'T'EM
t ' c
LE	 (	 .1401.	 SAVSYS )	 GO" TO 600
CALL F(',;AVE	 (	 EC, -GC,	 HC,	 IvIBIG,	 VY,	 VA	 )
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III. TIME VARYING SYSTEM RESPONSE PROGRAM (TVSR)
3.1 DESCRIPTION
The Time Varying System Response Program (TVSR) solves the
differential equation
i (t)	 F c (t) z (t" + Gc (t) e (t)
y ( t ) = Ho(t)x(t)	 (3.1)
The system matrices F c , G c and He are not computed in the 	 -
program, but rather are read in from a disc file. The modified
transfer function program described in the previous section,
writes out these system matrices in a suitable format. Appendix
A describes a stand-alone program which also can be used as
generic input.
The time varying response output can be of three types:
i
r
(1) mean (expected) value of states/outputs
(2) sample time histories
(3) state/output covariance
The system matrices are read in at the start and end point
for some interval of time, which has been specified. These
matrices need not have the same coefficients at the beginning
and end. An algorithm interpolates between these matrices at
i
intervals specified by the user. By this method, a linear
piecewise solution may be obtained for the time varying system.
An added feature of the code is that several time segments
f can be "pieced" together to make a longer time record. At the






disc. The next time segment uses this information as new start
conditions
This sequence is shown in the following figure.
INTERVAL #2INTERVAL #1
*	 *





(1) Interval #1 (from t 0 to t l ) requires one execution of
the program.	 The system matrices	 (Fc , G c , Hc ) must be
previously stored on disc corresponding to 	 t = t0
and	 t = t 1 .	 Four interpolation intervals have been
specified	 (corresponding to time points 	 t l	t2
t3	 and	 t 4 ). The state at	 t 2	has been specified
for storage for initializing interval #2.	 (Note:	 t2
need not be equal to	 t l ,	 i.e.
	
t2 < ti.)
(2) Interval #2	 (from	 t	 to	 t ) is now executed with
two interpolations	 (t s	and	 t 6 ) using initial
conditions stored from the previous execution.
The interpolation algorithm cues the value stored in the
output vector, y,	 in the location INDEXV (card group 2). 	 The
variable, such as altitude, may be used.	 It is important to
specify He	properly so as to ensure the variable appearing in
the correct location in the output vector,	 y.
68
YThe structure of-the code is such that the form of G  e
can be augmented from that written to disc from the transfer




e =	 vy (t)	 vy ti N(O,Vy)
va (t)	 va ti N(O,Va)
where W, Vy
 and Va are stored on the disc. For increased
versatility, a deterministic input of the form p(t); where
p(t) is a polynomial function (with coefficients read into the
TVSR program) of time. This requires augmentation of G c e of
the form:
G 	 w1
G ( G	 v c	 c2
f G	 v 
ca	 p
where now G	 G	 and G	 must also be read in.
I	 cl	 c2	
ca
The covariance of the augmented e vector.is assumed to be
of the form:
w	 0	 0	 0.
0 vy 0	 0
0	 0 v 




since	 p(t)	 is deterministic.	 This matrix is used in the state
covariance calculation which employs OPTSYS in the solution of
1'
the steady state values.	 The state covariance is evaluated only 4
at the times designated as linear interpolation times 	 (t	 in t
the figure), since the system matrices only change at these
times. -	The covariancematrix can be evaluated even when sample
function option is selected,	 since this uses a separate algorithm
for its calculation.
The covariance that is printed is actually the covariance
of	 y,	 the output.	 This is equivalent to the state covariance
only when	 H c = I.
One note of caution is required in the utilization of the 7i
output vector,	 y = H Z.	 Specifically, the first	 NC	 variables
c(where	 NC = number of control variables 	 output of the
operator) of	 y	 is constrain^44. to be	 u	 where (see Section II)
u	 -D	 A x , + H	 xa	 a	 a























There are two cards required for each run. Card 1 is a
title cardfor output identification. Card 2 is the option
specification card. All succeeding input is dependent upon the
options selected on Card 2. All matrices utilizing card input
are read in by rows. The default format is 8E10.4 which may be
changed by Card 2. Table 3.1 describes the required and optional
card input.
3.2.2 Disk Files
The program uses four disk files:
(1) System at start time (input only)
(2) System at end time (input only)
i
(3) Z and H*Z vectors,(input/output)
(4) Steady state and steady state output covariance
l	 (input/output)
The user need only be concerned with the structure of
(1) and (2) .
i




IThe unit for the system at start time is referred to as
IUFC1 and has a default value of 10. It is a sequential binary
file. The file must contain seven logical records.. All records
must appear on the file, even if the user overrides them by
providing card input or sets He to the identity matrix.






52 character title to be1 13A4 ITITLE - A
printed at the top of each
output page
2 Namelist MEAN L = T, to compute mean calcula-
/Option/ tions (Default = F)
SAMPLE L _ T, to compute the sample
function (Default = F)
PLOT L = T, to produce printer plots
(Default = F)
COVAR L = T, to compute covariance
and save on disk
(Default = F)
HIDENT L = T, to set H1, H2 to the
identity matrix (Default = F,
use H1, H2 on disk files
IUFC1-,	 IUFC2)
WCARD L = T, to read W1, W2 from
cards	 (Default = F, use
W1, W2 on disk files	 IUFC1,
IUFC2)
VYCARD L = T, to read -VY1,-VY2 from
cards (Default = F, use




ZCARb L = T,	 to read initial- Z	 -
,vector from cards (Default =
F, use Z vector on disk file
IUZ)
VACARD L T, to read VA1, VA2 from
cards ( Default = F, use VA1 ,
VA2 on disk files IUFC1,
IUFC2)
IUFCI I Unit No.	 containing FC1,






2 IUFC2 I	 - Unit No.	 containing FC2, G62,
HC2, W2, VY2, VA2 (Default
11)
IUZ-- I Unit No.	 containing	 Z, H*Z
vectors * (Default = 12)
IUCOV I Unit No.	 containing steady
state and steady state output
covariance (Default = 13)
LASTZ I _ n, record no. of Z vector
on file IUZ to be used as
initial
	 Z.	 (This only needs
to be set if you do not want
the last Z written.)
= 0, will	 use last Z written
or will	 start a new file if
ZCARD = T.	 (Default =0)
NPRINT I Increment for printing




NSTORE I Increment for saving Z and
H*Z vectors (Default = 09
^.' nothing is saved)
NINT I No. of intervals between
TSTART and TSTOP (Default = 1)
NTERMS I No. of terms to use in com-
puting PHI and PSI (transition
matrices)	 (Default = 10)
TSTART D.P. Start time (Default = 0.0)
TSTOP D.P. Stop time (Default = 0.0)
TDELT D.P. Delta time•between TSTART and
TSTOP (Default = 1.0)
NCOEF I No, of coefficients in p
matrix (<5, Default = 3)
ISEED I Seed for random in genera-





2 NPSIZE I No. of rows in p matrix
(Default=O)
DELTAV D.P. Desired total	 change in
velocity
INDEXV I Location of velocity in H*Z
vector (Default=l)
IFMT(13) I Array containing format for
reading matrices from cards
(Default = 8E10.4)
3A* 13A4 ICMMT A Comment card for user identi-
fication of	 p	 matrix
3-3n* IFMT PSML D.P. Matrix of coefficients (MPSIZE
x NCOEF) used in computing 6.
Coefficients should be in
decreasinq order.
*Include only if NPSIZE>O
4A* 13A4 ICMMT A Comment card for user identi-
fication of Wl matrix
4-4n* IFMT W1 D.P. Matrix (NNP x NNP) to be used
in white noise sequence of
sample function and/or
covariance.
*Include only if WCARD = T
and (Sample = T or
Covar = T).
W 13A4 ICMMT A Same as 4A except for W2.
5-5n* IFMT W2 D.P. Same as 4-4n except for W2
CARD FORMAT VARIABLE TYPE DESCRIPTIOPl
NAME
6A* 13A4 ICMMT A Comment card for user identi-
fication of VY1 matrix	 r
6-6n* IFMT VY1 D.P., Matrix (NMH x NMH) to be used
in white noise sequence of
sample function and/or
covariance.
*Include only if VYCARD = T
and (Sample = T or Covar = T)
JA* 13A4 ICMMT A Same as 6A except for VY2
7-7n* IFMT VY2 D.P. Same as 6-6n except for VY2
4	 ICMMT d	 A Comment card for user identi-8A*	 - 13A4
fication of VAl matrix
8-8n* IFMT VA D.P. Matrix (NCA x NCA) for use in
computing covariance.
*Include only if VACARD = T
and COVAR = T.
9A* 13A4 ICMMT A Same as 8A except for VA2
9-9n* IFMT VA2 D.P. Same as 8-8n except for VA2
10A* 13A4- ICMMT A Comment card for user identi-
fication of GCONEI matrix.
*Include only if NPSIZE>O.
10-10n* IFMT GCONEI D.P. Matrix (NSP x NPSIZE) for
augmenting GC1.
11A* 13A4 ICMMT A Same as 10A* except for GCONE2
ll-lln* IFMT GCONE2 D.P. Same as 10-10n* except for
GC2
12A* 13A4 ICMMT A Comment card for user identi-
fication of GCTWOI matrix.
*Include only if NPSIZE>O.
--12-12n* IFMT GCTWOI D.P. Matrix (NSH x NPSIZE) for
augmenting GC1.
-13A* 13A4 ICMMT A Same as 12A* except for GCTW02










14A* 13A4 ICMMT A Comment card for user identi-
fication of GCA1 matrix.
*include only if NPSIZE>O.
14-14n* IFMT GCA1 D.P. Matrix (NSA x NPSIZE) for
augmenting GC1
15A* 13A4 ICMMT A Same as 14A* except for GCA2
15-15n* IFMT GCA2 D,P. Same as 14-14n* except for
GC2
16A* 13A4 ICMMT A Comment card for user identi-
fication of initial	 Z vector
'16-16n* IFMT Z D.P. Initial	 Z vector (NSC long)
*Include only if ZCARD = T.
,i WA* 13A4 ICMMT A Comment card for user identi-
fication of plot input
section. *Include only if
PLOT = T.
178* 1615 NVARZ I No. of Z states to plot
NVARY I No. of H*Z variables to plot
ISD I = 0, do not plot standard
deviation
= 1, plot standard deviation
associated with each variable
ISCALE I __ 0, use same scale for all
curves
= 1, plot each curve on own
scale
KREC I = 0, plot all output
= 1, plot only output from
current run
INC I _ 1, plot every point
_ n, plot every nth point
Plots are done from the out-





17B* Therefore, setting INC =2
will give a plot of every
other point on the output
fide. Maximum number of
points that may be plotted
is 2000.)
17C* (515,50) MVAR(,1-5) I List of Z and H*Z variables
to plot
I ID(1-5) A 4 character identification of
each variable plotted
As many sets cf cards 17B*-
17C* as desired may be
included.	 Plots can only be
i
I







1 NSP = No. of states (plant)
NNP = No. of noise (plant)
NSH = No. of states (human)
NMH = No. of measurements (human)
NSC = No. of states	 (.closed loop)
NIC = No. of inputs	 (closed loop)
NMC = No. of measurements (closed loop)
NSA = No. of states (augmented)
MCA = No. of controls (augmented)
2 ,f Matrix (closed loop)	 (NSC x NSC)
3 G Matrix (closed loop)	 (NSC x NIC)
4 1 H Matrix (closed loop)	 (NMC x NSC)
5 W Matrix (NNP x NNP)
6 Vy Matrix (NMH x NMH)
7 VA Matrix (MCA x MCA)
RECORD NO. DESCRIPTION
1 IREC = record no. of last record written
on this file (<2000)
NSC = no. of states (closed loop)
NMC = no. of measurements (closed loop)
2 - IREC T%me
Z vector (:NSC long)
H*Z vector (NMC long)
D
1 3.2.2.2	 File for System at End Time	 J
The unit for the system at end time is referred to as IUFC2
and has default value of	 11.	 Its description is identical to
IUFC_1	 (System at Start Time,	 Section 3.2.2.1).
3.2.2.3	 File for	 Z	 and	 H*Z	 Vectors
The unit containing the	 Z	 and	 H*Z	 vectors is referred
to as IUZ and has default value of	 12.	 It is a random access
binary file.	 Its structure is defined and its records are
i
written by the program.	 IUZ is used as an input file in two
cases:	 (1) when a	 Z	 vector computed in a previous run is used
as the initial	 Z	 vector in a later run and t )- 2	 when printer
plots are desired.
The structure of file IUZ is given in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3







The unit for the steady state and steady state output
covariance is referred to as IUCOV and has default value of 13.
It is a random access binary file. Its structure is defined and
records are written by the program. It is used as an input file
when printer plots with standard deviation are desired.
The structure of file IUCOV is given in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4^
Structure for File IUCOV, Steady State and Steady
State Output Covariance
RECORD MO. DESCRIPTION-
1 JREC = record no. of last record written on this
file (:2000)
NSC = no. of states	 (closed loop)
NMC = no. of measurements (closed loop)
2--!JREC IREC = record no.
	
of file IUZ
this covariance is associated with
YCOV = vector of the square roots of the diagonal
elements of the steady state output covariance
matrix (NSC long)
ZCOV = vector of the square roots of the diagonal






























INPUT ALL MATRICES FROM
FILE OR CARD
EAN = T?	 NO
YES
COMPUTE -Z USING
	 COMPUTE Z USING
MEAN CALCULATIONS. 	 SAMPLE FUNCTION.
COMPUTE COVARIANCE	 COMPUTE COVARIANCE,






















following control cards are required to execute the
gram on the NASA ARC TSS/360 system.
LOGON...
DDEF FT10F001, VS, F1, DISP=OLD
DDEF FT11F001, VS, F2, DISP=OLD
DDEF FT12F001, VI, ZOUT, DISP=NEW







The description of the above execution deck, follows:
(1) Usual LOGON card.
(2) File containing the system at start time,
(3) File containing the system at end time.
(4) File containing Z-vector output.
(S) File for covariance output.
(6) Invoke IMSL library (for random no. generator GGNOF)
(7) Assign library TVLIB.
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The following represents a sample executionp	 (with descrip-









37-42 16 Initial	 Z vector
43 17A Comment card identifying plot input
44 17B Plot input asking for 1	 Z	 state to be
plotted, 1	 H*Z	 output to be	 plot ted, no
standard deviation to be plotted, each curve
to be plotted on its own scale, all output
to be plotted, every point to be plotted
45 17C Z	 state 1	 is to be plotted,	 H*Z	 output 3
is to be plotted, description of 	 Z(l) is




T i T [:	 eL-t	 N.U-!i	 --	 TaIiC	 VARYING	 PhOGitAt"1-
^^:cAS CALCULA T ION	 FLAT,	 -	 e
SAM?La CALCULA T.161i	 FLAG	 =	 m
COMPU T'c COVAh ALICE FLAG = F
1:42U T
	w1,'.+2 FROM CARDS	 FLAG	 = F
INPUT VY1,VY2 FROM CARDS FLAG =F
:i%e UT INI T IAL L FROMC6hDS FLAG	 = T
INPUT VA1,VA2 FRUM CARDS FLAG = F
PLOT FLAG = T
SET H TO IDENTITY FLAG = F
UNIT FOR	 FC1,	 GC1	 =	 10
UNIT FOR FC2,	 GC2	 = '11
UNIT FOR INITIAL Z	 (IF	 DISK) 'AND/OR OUTPUT Z =	 12
UNIT NO.	 FOR COVARIANCE OUTPUT =	 13
t NAX.	 NO.	 RECORDS ALLObiED ON	 Z I/O FILE	 =	 2000
NAk.	 h0.	 RECORDS ALLOtvED ON COVARIANCE FILE _ 2000
i START TINE	 =	 0.00
STOP	 -INE =	 0.50
e DELTA	 TIIIiE	 =	 0. 0^.
" PRIGT	 INCRLMERT =	 1
IGCRLWEf.T FOR SAVING Z - 	 l
NO. OF INTERVALS FROM FC1 TO FC2 _ 	 1
NO. OF COEdFICIENTS IN THETA 	 =	 1
NO.	 OF TERMS TO CO@IPUTE	 PHI,PSI	 =	 10
SEcD FOR RANDOM NO.	 GENEHATOR =	 32.8765 I
FOROAT FOR READING OATRICES = M E10.4) 	 )
RECORD NO.	 OF INITIAL Z MATRIX, 	 IF KNOWN	 (FOR ZCARD=F) = O
t TOTAL VELOCITY CHANGE	 (DELT AV)	 =	 0.0000
INDEX VIA H'Z	 (Y)	 TO	 USE IN	 INTERPOLATION	 =	 1
` NO.	 OF STATES	 (PLANT)	 =	 2
G°	 NO.	 OF NOISE	 ( PLANT)	 =	 1i v
NO.	 OF STA T ES	 (HUMAN)	 =	 2
NO.	 OF NEASUhENENTS	 ( HUOAN)
	 =	 1
k 140.	 OF	 S7'A - ;:S	 (CLOSED)	 =	 6
I NO.	 OF INPUTS	 (CLOSED)	 =	 3N
130.	 OF MEASUREMEN T S	 (CLOSED)	 =	 7'
' NO.	 OF	 AUGII..I rP T.•ED	 STATES	 =	 2
NO.	 OF	 AUt,:iEilTEU	 CONTROLS	 =	 1
NO.	 OF	 RODS -IN- PSML	 =	 1
SAMPLE RUN --- TIME VARYING PROGRAFi ®^y
' W
K 1	 1.0000D 00
( GoF C 1 CI1
1	 2	 3 4 ` xf
1	 -2.GGOOD 00	 0.0000	 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2	 1.00000 GO	 1.00000-05	 1.3b2OD 00 6.94 4 3D	 00 1.80100	 31 1.80001 00
3	 C,06 7,	 U	 U	 P. J -.56 1)L	 J 1 1J....
	
:L _.. ..
b 4	 C,	 bjC, 0	 1 . 34
	
4 3 	 01	 ?. t4JvU	 30 -4 .51941^ w
5	 0.0060	 G.00GG
	 0..,uGU .3. coo OL 0.60" 1.0JV.•L Ju
6	 0.0000	 0.0006	 -3.07101)	 011 -1.9076D	 52 -2.6667D 0.2 -2.6667D 01
VC 
1	 2	 3 4 5 6
1	 -2.00000	 60	 0.00,00	 5!.0000 0.0060 0.0000 0.000;
" 2	 1.06GOD	 00	 1 .00GOD-G5	 1. 382..61.	 00 6.9443f) 00 1.80 QGA__O1_ , 1.80000 ,_00
_...
p }
V	 J:1 .J :1 110 V4V	 V1 . .	 :,_^f. iClVU. 	GUu-	 ..	 I J' U	 VV VVU'J I 	 .: I ': '.^.J .^J	 J..•
5 0.0000 0.0000 __	 0..,_0000 0.0000 0.0000 1 . oovOD 00 -
6 0.0000 0.0000 -3.07100	 01 -1.96761)	 02 -2.6b67D 02 -2.66670	 01
1 2 3 t
i 1.GGOOD 00 0.0000 0.0000
2 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000D OG
3 0.0000 9.0636D	 0t._. ,	 0.0000
4 0.0000 1.3464D	 01 1.0000D 00 I
5 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
GC2
1 2 3
1 1.0000D GO O.OGOG 0.0000
2 0.O000 0.0000 1.000GD 00
3 0.0000 9.0636D O1 0.0000
4 0.0000 1.3464D 01 1.00G'LD 00
5 G.GGOO 0.0000 0.0000
6 0.0000 0.0000 G.GGGO
SAMPLE HUN --- TIME VARYING PROGRAM
HC1
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 0.0000 0.0000 1.382.0D	 00 8.9443D 00 1.80GOD 01 1.8'GOOD 00
2 1.000OD GO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
00 3 0.0000 1.0000D 00 0.0000 0.6000 0.0000 0.0000
C^ 4 O.GOGG 0.0000 1.0000D	 GO 0.0000 6.0000 0-.0000
5 O.G000 0.0000 0.0000 1.GGOOD 00 0.0000 O.00GG
6 G.00OD 0.0000 0.0000 G.0000 1.OGOOD	 00 G.GG00	 _..
7 0.0000 -0.0000 0._0000 O.Gn00 0.0000 1.0000D 00
dC2
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 0.0000 0.6000 1.3b20D GO 8.9443D 00 1.80GOD 01 1.80GOD GO
2 1.0000D GO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3 0.0000 1.000OD 00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.GGOG
4 0.0000 0.0000 1.0G0GD	 00 G.UGOO G.GGGG 0.0600
5 0.0000 0.0000- 0.0000 1.GOUGL 00 0.0000 0.0000
6 0.0000 0-.0000 G.0000 O.OGOG 1.0000D	 0G 0.0000







SAEPLL RUN --- TIME- VARYING PROG-fiAol
VA2
1 1.046OD-01





















2 0 . OGGO
'SAIIPLE	 ffUlJ TIME VARYING PhOGHAH
4 U. 00-30
0 . 0 0 0 3
0 . 0 & 0 0
AUG *-JENTED GCI
1	 2	 3
I 1.0000D 00	 0.0000	 0.0000	 1.0000D 00
k
3	 G.OGGO 9,06360	 01 0.0000 D.000v
^.
	 4	 0-60OG 1-3464D	 01 1.00301)	 00 0.0000
_
e
5	 G.000u v.G^Ou 0.0666 v.GGOu _	 _ _	 T
6	 G.000d 0. 0603 G.000G 6.0050
t
.^	 AUGM: l. T ED	 GC?.
4	 1 2 3 4
°	 1	 1.660000 G.0G00 0.6066 1.0000D 00
2 0.0000 1.00009 00 O.GO60
3
	
0.66GO 9.0636D 61 G.00GO 0.0000
4	 6.0000 1.3464D	 01 1.OuGOD 00 6.0000
5	 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6	 0.0000 0.006G 0.0000 0.0006
2	 G.000 THETA 0.00000 G.0000G 0.00006	 0.00000
14 • Z 0.60000 0.00000 0.00060	 0.00000 0.00000	 0.00000	 0.00000
SAMPLE RUN --- TIME VARYING PROGRAM
INT "ERVAL NO.	 1
NO. OF STtPS TO BE TAKEN =	 10
SThhTING TIME OF THIS INTERVAL	 = 0.000
END TIME UM THIS INTERVAL = 0.500
110'r hPULATION	 C014S T. ANT =	 0.000
INITIAL VELOCITY = 0.000
CURRENT.	 VELOCITY = 0.000
F._
FC
1 2 3 4 5 6
1	 -2.00000 00. 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 6.0000 0.0000
R;	 2	 1.0000D	 00 1.000OD -05 1.3820D 00 8.9443D 00 1-.8000D	 01 1_.8000D 00
3	 0.0000 9.06360 01 -2.0000D 00 -9.0636D 01 0.0000 0.0000
4	 0.0000 1,_3464D	 01 2.3b2.OD 00 -4.5194D 00 1.80OGU 01 1.HOOOD 00
^p	 5	 0.0000 0.0000 010000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000D	 00





1	 1.-0000D 00 0.0000 0.0000 1.0060D 00
2	 0.0000 0.0600 1.0000D 00 0.0006 I
3	 0.0000 9.0636D 01 0.0000 0.0000 i
4	 0.0000 1.3464Q_01 1.40061)	 00 0._0000
5	 0.0000, 0.00.00 0.0000 G.GGOO
i:.	 6	 0.000., 0.0000 0.0000 0.0006e
lie
1 2 3 4 5 6
1	 O.000G O.OGGO 1.362.6D	 30 b .9443D 00 1.bO00U 01 1.8000D 00
2	 1b0000D 00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3	 0.0000 1.0000D 00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
4-	 0.0000 0.OG00 1.0000D 00 0.0000 0,0000 0.0000
5	 0.G0010 0.0000 0.0060 1.G900D 00 0.0000 0.0000
6	 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000D 00 O.OGOG




















	 0.0000	 0.0000	 0.0000	 0.0000
2	 5.02330--02	 1.12270 GO	 2.056OD-02 	 3.1899D-03
	
5.0290D-01	 6.610GD-02 j





5	 - 1.6159D - 03 -7.5932D-02.	 -2..812.1D-02	 -9.6645D-02
	 7.4649D-01	 2.0083D-02
6	 -7.3901D-02 -3.6769D 00
	 -9.00410-01	 -1.67620	 00	 -8.4979D	 00 -1.0329D-01
1
PSI {
1'	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
1'	 4.7581D-02	 0.0000



















-7.5932D-G2 -2.812.10-02	 -9.8645D-02 -2.5351D-01
	
^.-00830-02
' SAMPLE HUN	 ---	 T IME
	 IiAItYII'IG	 PROGRAM







0.100 THETA	 -.50435E 01-.26986E-01-.38545E 	 006.10000E 01-
H"2	 0.4362..5E 00-60-G1-00--010.22935E-010.37438E.17666E	 .13207L'-.1T908E	 .52555E 00
r^1	 i
F-'	 5 0.150 TIIETA	 0.129461	 60853E010.-010.38505E	 000.10000E	 01 za
H"Z	 0.80679E	 GOG.36300E-020.4453BE-010.18583E 000.58606E-G10428692E-01-.2.7490E 00
6 0.200	 THETA	 20452E
	 01-.543bOE010- 462.75E 000.1000DE 01
H il l	 -.4b613E	 00-.46448E-01G
	 60299E-01	 5.951 3.-010.5'12.37E-010.40742E-02-.52553E 00 1-0
,. 7 0.250	 Tit TA	 -.19652.E	 01-.44962E	 u1	 .15615E	 000.10000E	 01





643Gb^-G?i	 4u43oL	 OG0.1000Oc	 O1 P-4
u 9!;Z	 O.iGG47L	 60G.7G5i3	 GGIj. .;263:'-G1	 .29^b6IP-010.14337E-01- .912996. -G2_0.9b577E -0i
9 0.350	 TtIETA	 0.15489E	 01-.99591E-020.24605E	 000.16000L.01
doz	 6.112.99E	 060.36609L•'	 000.71404E-010.41770E-010.446?_1L-G1-.b6702E-02-.1G132L 00
10 0.400 THETA	 0.39468E 016.46170E-010.54610E OU0.1000GE 01"
H*Z	 -.41886E-020.51306E	 000.12.757E	 000.28676E	 000.12604E. 00-.25191E-01-.6066?.E G6
j 11 0.450 THETA	 -.64b93E 010.2.2516E-010.31837E 	 000.16000E 01
6"Z
	 -.94363E	 G06.26305E
	 600,13615E	 000.336.19E 000.14671E
	 00-.645671:-01- .b6584E 00
12 0.500
	 TrILTA	 0.17870E	 01-.667P2E-016.46761E	 000.IGOGDE	 01
1 + Z	 -.15138E	 (i10.31634E
	 000.10207x	 000.69161L• -010.71166E-01-.96531E-01-.2.7936E 00
5 PLOT 40.
	 1
NO, OF VARIABLES TO BE PLOTTED 	 (Z)	 =	 1e
NO. OF VARIAULES TO BE PLOTTED	 01*Z)	 =	 1
k = STAHDAAD DLVIA T.ION	 PLOT FLAG	 =	 GSCALE FLAG	 =	 1
` LhT7-hL FILE PLOT FLAG =	 G
Z JTA" , ES T. 0	 .:L	 PLOT T EL	 _	 1
















5.45uD.2- 336SU DOO..136150E OG
G.5vuG.316336t 656.157071E OG
-A STATE	 -2.GGE-01 -1.00E-01
	






b STATi	 -2. 0vc -G2
	 G.GD 2.00E-02 4.66E=G2 6.00e.-02 8.00E-02 1.GOL-G1 1.20E-01 	 1.60.:-Fil
E,	 iciiz
	



























C rROGRAM TO SOLVE
C ZDOT = FC*Z + GC*THETA
C
C THE SOLUT ION IS GIVEN BY
C Z(K+I) = PHI*Z(K) + PSI*GC*THETA
C wHLRE,	 I!I = STATE TRANSITION MATRIX
C PSI = INPUT THANSITION MATRIX
C
C d
C THETA =	 U , FOR MEAN CALCULATIONS
'f	 C PSML
C w , FOR SAMPLE FUNCTION WHITE NOISE SEQUENCE




`	 C INPUT--	 ( * CARDS ARE CONDITIONAL )
C CARD 'NO. FORMAT DESCRIPTION
C
c 1	 13A6 TITLE = TITLE TO BE PRIN'T'ED AT TOP OF PAGE
C
C 2 14AMELIST /OP`1'ION/
C MEAN = T, FOR MEAN CALCULATIONS
C = F, DO NOT COMPUTE MEAN
e	 c ( DEFAULT=F )
'	 C SAMPLE = T, TO COMPUTE THE SAMPLE FUNCTION
4'	 C = F, DO NOT COMPUTE
C (
	 DEFAULT = F )
	
(	 1
C PLOT = T, TO PLOT UN PRIN'T'ER
c = F
	 DO NOT PLOD'	
)
C ( DEFAULT = F )
C WCARD = T	 1'O READ IN W1,W2 FROM CARDS
c = E', USE WI,ki2 ^IMATRICES STORED ON DISK
C ( DEFAULT = F)	 j
C VYCARD = '1', TO REAL) VY1 , VY2 FROM CARDS
C = E', TO USE VY1, VY2 SPORED ON DISK
C ( DEFAULT= F )
C ZCARD	 = '1', IF INITIAL Z VECTOR IS CARD INPUT
C = F, IF IP.I'I'IAL Z VECTOR IS ON DISK
C (	 DEFAULT=F )	 i
C VACARD = '1', TO READ VA1,VA2- FROM CARDS
C = F, USE VA1,VA2 STONED ON DISK
C ( DEFAULT = F )
C NPSIZE_:-=-NO. OF RONS IN PSML	 ( DEFAULT=iiJ )
1	 C COVAR	 = !1', TO CO( ; PUTL COVARIANCE AND SAVE
c = F, 00 NOT COMPUTE COVA!R1ANCr
C (DI:E_AUL'[=F	 ) ti
C IUFC1	 = UNI'i 140.	 OF FC1, GCI, WI,	 VY1,	 P1,	 HCI
c ( GEFAULT = IU )
c IUFC2
	
= UNIT 140.	 FOR FC2, GC2,	 W2,	 VY2,	 P2,	 HC2
c IUZ	 = UOIT NO. FOR INPUT/OUTPUT Z VECTORS
C ( ULEAULT=12 )
f'	 C IUCOV = UNIT NO. FOI E COVARIANCE OUTPUT, IF ANY
)
i
L LAS'1'Z= i2GCUt:U NU.	 IOF INITIAL -U TO BE USl•:D ON
L Fl it!'-..
	




C =	 U,	 WILL USE LAST 2 :%Rll"1'C•:N OR WILL STARTI ,	 Z	 ,
AULa
C NPRIN '1 = INCHEMEN`1' FOR PRINTING
C L_VUFAULT=O, ONLY LAST Z PRINTED)
r` C NSTORE = IMCvEMENT FOR STORING Z VECTOR,
C EV•EItY NSTORE VECTOR IVILL BE SAVED
C ( CEFAULT=0,	 NOTHIP.G IS SAVED)
C NINT = NO. OF INTERVALS P_E'IT WEEN TSTART , TSTOP
C (FOR INTERPOLATION BETWEEN FC'S ET. AL.)
C ( DEFAULT=1 )
C NTERMS = NO. OF TERMS 1'0 USE IN COMPUTING
C P11I,	 PSI
C ( DEFAULT = 10 )
C TSTART = START TINE
C ( DEFAULT = 0.0)
C TSTOP	 = END TIME
C ( DEFAULT=0.0)
C TDELT	 DELTA '1'II•)E BETWEEN TSTART,TSTOP
C ( DEFAULT=1.0)
C NCOEF	 110. OF COEFFICIENTS IN PSF.L MA`1'RIX
C ( COL. DIMENSION OF PSML )
C (	 QEE'AUL'1'=3	 )
C ISEED	 = SEED FOR RANDOM NO. GENERATOR
s C ( DEFAULT=326765 )
C IFMT	 = FORMAT FOR CARD MATRIX INPUT
C (	 DEFAULT = EIEI0.5 ) i
C NIDENT = '1', SET H TO IDENTITY MATRIX
C = F, USE,ORIGINAL 11
C ( DEFAIILT=F
` C DELTAV = DESIRED TOTAL CHANGE IN VELOCITY
C INDEXV = LOCA'T'ION OF VELOCITY IN OUTPUT VECTOR
C H*Z	 (DEE'AUL'P=1)
^o	 C
cn	 C 3* 13A6--- --ICMMT = COMMENT CARD TO IDENTIFY PSML MATRIX
C FOR USER 'S PURPOSE ONLY 1
C INCLUDE ONLY IF 14PSIZE	 . GT.	 11
C
C 4-4N* IFMT PSML MATRIX, READ IN BY I:OIvS p d
C 140. OF ROWS OF PSML = NPSIZE IV
C INCLUDE ONLY IF 14PSIZE	 . GT.	 1) n0t"t'JC -
C 5A* 13A6 ICMMT = COMMENT CARD FOR USER IDENTIFICA'T'ION 0 ^ J
C OE' W1 MATRIX INPUT. N
C INCLUDE ONLY	 IF (SAMPLE=1' OR COVAh=T)
L INCLUDE: ONLY IF ^imEAN = FALSE OR COVAR=TRUE Cy rd
C





C 6A* 13A6 ICMMT = SAME AS 5A* EXCEPT FOR W2
C 6-6N* IFMT SAME AS 5* EXCEPT FOR W2C
C 7A* 13A6 ICS,?)'I = SAME AS 5A* EXCEPT FOR VY1
C 7-?N* IFMT SAME AS 5* EXCEPT FOR VY1
(:
C bA* 13A6 ICi•d,1T =	 SAI•I!:	 AS	 5A*	 CXCCI-T	 FUR	 VY2
6-SN* IFI•T SAME AS 5* LXCEPT FOR VY2
C 9A* 13A6 SAME A 5A* EXCE:P1' VO'R VA1
C 9-9N* IF:•1'1` SAAR: AS 5* EXCEPT FOR VAi
C
C 1WA* 13A6 SAMEAS 5A* EXCEPT FOR VA2
C TU--10N* SAME AS 5* EXCEPT FOR VA2
C
C 11A* 13A6 COMMENT CARD FOR START OF GCONEI
C 11-IIN* IFMT GCONE1 PIATRIX
•
C 12A*	 13A6	 COMMENT CARD FOR S'TAR'T OF GCONE2
_C 12.-1-2N*	 lEt7T	 GCOnE2 r1AYIlIX
C
C 13A*	 13A6	 COMMENT CARD FOR START OF GCTWOI
C 13-13N*	 IF 1T	 GCTWO1 MATRIX
. C
f C 14A*	 13x6	 COMMENT CARD , FOR START OF GCTW02
C 14-14N*	 IF MT	 GCTW02 MATRIXC
C 15A*	 13A6	 COMMENT CARD FOR START OF'GCA1
C 15-15N*	 IF!•T	 GCA1 MAl'RIX'
C
C 16A*	 13A6	 COMMENT CARD FOR START OF GCA2
[( C 16-16N*	 IFM'T	 GCA2 MATRIX
C
C 17A*	 13A6	 ICr•1t•11, = COC`mENT CARD FOR USER IDENTIFICATION
C OF INITIAL Z VECTOR. INCLUDE ONLY _'.F ZCARD=TRUE,
C 17-17N*	 AS MANY CARDS AS NEEDED FOR Z VECTOJi INITIAL
C VALUE.	 INCLUDE ONLY IF ZCARD=TRUE.
M C'
C 18A* 13A6	 COMMENT CARD FOR IDEN'TIFICA'TION OF' PLOT INPUT
t:	 .^ C TOTAL NO. OF VARIABLES THAT MAY BE SPECIFIED
' C MUST BE .LE.	 5
C 188*	 16I5	 NVARZ = NO. OF' Z STATES TO PLOT
T C NVARY = NO. OF II*Z VARIABLES TO PLOT
C (DO NOT IIJCLUDE STD. DEV. CURVES IN NO.)
C ISD = 0, DO NOT PLOT STD. DEV.
e	
> C = 1, PLOP S'I'D. DEV. ASSOCIATED WITH EACH
C VARIABLE.
C ISCALE = 0, USE SAME SCALE FOR ALL CURVES
C = 1, USE DIFFERENT SCALE FOR EACH CURVE
C AREC = 0, PLOT ALL OUTPUT I
C = 1, PLOT ONLY THE CURRENT -RUN
' fl	 C INC = 1, PLOT EVERY POINT
ON	
c = N, PLOT EVERY NTH POINT
C ISC (515,5A4)	 PIVARZ(5)	 = LIST OF Z OR H*Z STATES TO PLOT
I. C ( COLS.	 1 -25 )
C YID(5) = 4 CHARACTER DESCRIPTION OF EACH
C VARIABLE•	 PLOTTED	 (COLS.	 26-45)
't C
C GENERAL NOTES--
C (1) ALL MATRICES ARE READ IN BY ROWS FOR CARD INPUTG	 ^
r C j
C (2)	 CARDS J-17N ARE INCLUDED ONLY IF MEAN=T OR SA!•IPLE=T
C 1'	 THRU	 4N* ARE USED ONLY IF PJPSIZE .GT. 	 0
C 5A* THRU	 614* ARE USED ONLY 1F SAMPLE=TiiUE ON COVAR=TRUE,
C AND I:CAI(D=TRUE;
C 7A* THRU	 SN* ARE USED ONLY IF SAMPLE=TRUE OR COVAR=TRUE,
-	 ) C AND VYCARD=TRUE
C 9A* THRU ION* ARE USED ONLY IF COVAR=TRUE, VACARD=TRUE,
f C AND NPSIZE	 .GT.	 0
C 11A* 'THRU 16N* ARE USED ONLY IF 14PSIZI:	 .GT.	 0
C 17A* I'll RU	 1714* ARE USED ONLY IF ZC.AV0 = TPUL
C 18A*	 'THRU	 1RC* ARE Ub[:D ONLY	 IF i-LOT	 '.ITUE
i C
C (3)	 UNIT USED-- e:
C 5 — CARD READ r
C 6 — PRINT ,
C 10 — INPUT FILE CONTAINING FC1, GC1, 	 110, WI, VY1, VA1
C 11 —	 -	 FC2, GC2,	 HC2, W2, VY2, VA2
r C 12 — IN/OUT	 Z VECTORS
C 13 — UUIPUT FILE FOR COVARIANCE, RANDOM ACCESS
­ NCO,









C PAI:AMt.'1LV	 4ZVl,C = !uV,	 iLl it.0=1;,.1
r
HEAL FLT
LOGICAL MEAN, 6CA140, VYCAND, ZCAND,'COVAR, VACAND 	 -
SAMPLE,	 'VLOi',	 JIIDEliT
C
COMMON	 / MA.XDIM / MXNS,	 MXN1,	 MXNM,	 MIXNNP, MXh`!•lli,	 MXNCO, L•1XNGCA	 -
MXPLT, NXZ, MXCOV
COMMON'	 / LOGICS / MEAN, COVAR, WCAkD, VYCAkD, ZCARD, VACARD 	 -
SAMPLE, PLOT, HIDENT
• COPia,ON	 / UNITS	 /	 IUFC1,	 IUFC2,	 lU'1.,	 IUCOV
C
C DIMENSION	 FC1( NS,NS ),	 FC2(	 WS,NS	 ),	 FCC% NS,NS	 )	 -
C ,	 GC1(	 NS,NI	 ), GC2(	 NS,NI	 ),	 GCC(	 NS,NI	 )	 -
C ,	 wl	 (NN?,NNP) ,	 W2	 (NMP,NNP) ,	 WC	 (NtJP,tJNP)	 -
C ,'VYI(N.411,Ni•1H),	 VY2(Ni•111,N:•ill), 	 VYC(NMti,Holti)	 -
C 11C1(	 NM,NS	 ),	 HC2(	 N:1,NS	 ),	 HCC(	 HM,N5	 )	 _
C ,	 P1( NGCA,	 NGCA ),	 P2( NGCA, NGCA ), 	 PC( NGCA,	 NGCA )
C PHI(	 14S,NS	 ) ,	 PSI(	 NS,14.S	 ) ,	 TkIETA(	 14I,2)	 -
C ,	 Z(	 NS,2)	 PSilL(	 NGCA,	 NCO	 )
C , LCOV(	 NS,NS	 ),	 ]COV(	 1:hi,NM	 ),	 PS1GC(	 NS,NI	 j
C [%ORK (	 WRK	 )
^	 ' C
DIMENSION	 k'C1(	 35,35	 ),	 FC2(	 35,35 ),	 kCC(	 35,35 )
GC1(	 35,19),	 GC2(	 35,19	 ),	 GCC(	 35,19	 )	 -
141	 (	 4,	 4	 ) ,	 W2	 (	 4,	 4	 ) ,	 WC	 4	 4,	 4	 )	 -
VY1	 (10,10	 ),	 VY2(10,16	 ),	 VYC(	 10,10	 )	 -
'. [IC1(35,35	 ),	 HC2	 (35,35	 ),	 JICC(	 35,35	 )	 -
# PHI(	 35,35	 ),	 PSI	 (35,35),	 T11E'1'A(	 19,2	 )	 -
Z(	 35,2	 ),	 PSML	 (	 5,5	 )	 -
ZCOV	 (	 35,35 ),	 YCOV	 (	 35,35	 ),	 PSIGC	 (	 35,19	 )	
-
PLT	 (	 230s1,	 11	 )	 -
MONK	 (	 10600	 )
DIMENSION-FCCOV(	 35,35 ),	 GCOEiGl(35,19), GCUNG2(35,19) 	 -
GCONEI(30,5),	 GCONE2(30,5)
	 -
• GC'n-,01 (30, 5) , 	 GCIV02(30,5), 	 GCA1(5,5),	 GCA2(5,5)	 -
VA1(4,4),	 VA2(4,4),	 VAC(4,4)
a	 ! C
' EXTERNAL TULTAt•1, THETAS
C CONSTANTS BASED ON PANAMETERS
CC t9XNS `= NS
C MXNI = N1
$1 ;4xNm	 = Ni•1
C MANNP = NNP
C hJXPJMII	 =	 h1hIH
C MXNCO=NCU
C t•iXNGCA	 = t4GCAa C JiXZ	 =Iizk\E:C
C I-IXCUV = NCONEC




;• X tL';^ 	 =	 35
:tX:;dP	 =	 4





C READ THE OPTIONS, SET ALL DIMENSIONS, CHt.,CK SOME VALUES
100 CONTINUE
CALL Ii-3ITL C
` C INPUT ALL MATRICES
C
IF (	 .NOT. MEAN .AND.
	 .NOT. SAMPLE ) GO 1`0 300
CALL 'INPUT ( PSmL,
	 FC1,	 FC2, GCOkG1, GCORG2, t3C1,
	 HC2	 -
Wl,	 W2,	 VYI, VY2,
	 Z,	 VA1, VA2	 -
GCONEI, GCONE2, GCTv101, GCTW02, GCA1, GCA2 )
	 $
C
' C FORM THE AUGMENTED GC AND HC 4ATRICLS
C
CALL FORMGC (!GCORG1, GCONEI, GCTviOl, GCA1, GC1 )
CALL FOkHGC ( GCOIlG2, GCONC2, GC >1n02, GCA2, GC2 )
C
IF (	 .NOT.	 MEAN )	 GO 10 2JOC
C COMPUTE Z FOR MEAN CALCULATIONS
C
CALL MINTEG ( FC1,
	 FC2,	 FCC, GC1, GC2, GCC, 11C1, HC2, HCC
	 -
WI, W2, LAC, VY1,
	 VY2, VYC, VA1, VA2, VAC
	 -




' GO 10 :300
r	 cA C COMPUTE Z FOR ,SAMPLE FUNCTION
C
200 CONTINUE
@ CALL MINTEG ( FC1, FC2, FCC, GC1, GC2, GCC
	 ,HC1, HC2, HCC
p WI, W2, WC,-VYI, VY2, VYC, VA1, VA2, VAC
	 -








IF ( . .NOT. PLOT ) GO TO 999








4IV.	 OPTIMAL SIMULATION PROGRAM (TVOPT)
-i	 The time varying optimal simulation program (TVOPT), as
previously discussed, utilizes an exact closed loop simulation.
That is, the timedelay	 T,	 in the perceived display and Kalman
g
I fiiter predictor equations, is explicitly accounted for.	 (The
program TVSR relies on a lumped linear approximation to this
delay time.)
	
The program TVOPT is more restrictive than TVOPT
because it does not compute covariance terms but is limited to
sample time histories.
4.1	 DESCRIPTIOTI
The system to be simulated is given by;
1p ant
x( t )	 Fx (t)	 + Gu (t)	 + rw (t)
y (t)	 = Hx (t) + vy (t)
yp (t)	 = y (t-T)
estimator
x ( t-T (t-T)






a(tit-T)	 Fx(tlt-T)	 + Gu(t)
`









	 = x(tIt - T)	 and	 p(t+T)	 = a(t)	 = x(tjt),	 then








-F	 - 0	 F-Ga	 0
KH	 -Ga
	 F-KH
G	 T	 0	 0GC _ G	 0	 0	 eFTK A
G	 0	 K	 0
e T (t)	 _	 ^vmT (t) , WT ( t ) ,	 vyT (t)	 bT (t-T) ],
b (t) _ vy (t) + H [xH) - q(t)]
The displayed variable ( input to the operator) is given by t
yp (t-T)	 where
y  (t)	 _	 [ H	 0	 0] z (t)	 + v 	 (t)
wtr
and the operator's output,	 um (t),	 is given by





It is these last two equations which are computed as
}- written to an output disc file	 (yP (t-T)	 and	 um(t)).
r^
The solution for	 z(t)	 is obtained from
z (k+l)	




{ 1 = exp F c A	 A _ integration step size
? ^2	
=
G	 dt	 Jj o	 t	 c
i
The time delay,	 T,	 is restricted to be integer values of
the integration step size, 	 i.e.	 T = N0; N is input. 	 The only
user option is mean values of the states. 	 This is implemented
in the same way as the sample function case but with the	 a-'
values on all noise sources set, to zero. 	 The user must specify
the matrices,	 F,	 G, H,	 r, Q	 (in the optimal cost),	 ti°l (= cov w),
Vy (_ cov vy ) , Vm (= cov vm) , g	 (in the optimal cost) , and
X ( t _
	 0).
4.2	 INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
All input is accomplished through cards. 	 All matrices are
read in by rows in format (gE10'.4). 	 Table 4.1 describes required
and optional card, input.
101
:S :4
CARD NO. FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1 (13A4) ITITLE(13) = title to be printed at the top of each
output page
2 NAMELIST MEAN=T, to compute mean calculations (Default=F)
/TVOPT/
SAMPLE=T, to compute sample function (Default=F)
STAT=T, to compute ;Wean and standard deviation for
Vm, W S
	Vy,	 u, y and ` Z(l-NS).	 (Default=F)
PLOT=T, to get printer plots of z, u, and/or y
(Default=F)
DELTA = delta time (Default=1.0)
N = time delay (Default=l)
NPTS = total no. of points to compute (Default=10)
ISAVE = increment for saving points on units 10 and
11	 (Default=l)
NS = no. of states (no default)
NC = no. of controls	 (no default)
NO = no. of outputs (no default)
NM = no. of measurements (no default)
NTERMS = no. of terms in expansion series in
computing
	 ^	 and	 ip	 (routine DISC)	 (Default=10)
ISEED = seed for random no. generator (Default=
1487621)
3-3N (8E10.4) F matrix (NS x NS)
4-4N (8E10.4) G matrix (NS x NC)
5-5N (8E10.4) H matrix (NM x NS)





7-7N (8E10.4) Q matrix (NS x NS)
8-8N W10.4) 14 matrix
	 (ND x N0)
9-9N (8E10.4) V	 matrix (NM x NM)
10-1ON (8E10.4) Vm matrix (NC x NC)
11-11N (8E10.4) g matrix (NC x NC)
12-12N (8ElO.4) XO matrix (NS x 1)
13* NAMELIST NZPLDT = no. of z variables to plot (max. of 5)
/PLOTS/ (Default=0)
NUPLOT = no. of u variables to plot (max. of 5)
(Default=0)
NYPLOT = no. of y variables to plot (max. of 5)
(Default= 0)-
NZ(1-5) = list of z variables to plot
NU(1-5) = list of u variables to plot
NY(1-5) = list of y variables to plot
INC = plot increment (this will plot every nth
point stored on unit 10 and/or unit 11.	 I.e., if
ISAVE=2 and INC= 2, every 41—h  point computed will be
plotted.)	 (Default=l)
INDSCZ=T, to independently scale each z variable
(Default=F)
INDSCU=T, to independently scale each u variable
(Default=F)
INDSCY=T, to independently scale each y variable
(Default=F)
PRINT=T, to echo the data to be plotted (Default=F)
Table 4.1 (Continued)
NTAL PAGE IS
^,: y_ ...• QUAU'lly
CARD NO. FORMAT DESCRIPTION
14-14N 4A4 YLAB(4, 1-NZPLOT+NVPLOT+NYPLOT) = label of up to 16
characters.	 One card per variable in order of z









The program uses 2 output files._ Unit 10 contains z- vector
output and unit 11 contains u-vector and y-vector output. Tables
4.2 and 4.3 describe these files.
Table 4.2
Z-Vector Output (Unit 10)
RECORD NO. DESCRIPTION"




**All output variables are double precision
***NSC = 3** no. of states
Table 4.3
j	 U-Vector and Y-Vector Output (Unit 11)
RECORD NO. -	 DESCRIPTION**






iSTART ORIGINAL PAGE IS









FORM FC AND GC
COMPUTE S^ AND 02
MEANnTRUE?	





COMPUTE z, u, y FOR ,
SAMPLE FUNCTION
NO
















The following control cards are required to execute the
TVOPT program on the NASA ARC TSS/360 system.
(1) LOGON...
(2) DDEF FT10F001, VS, ZOUT, DISP=NEW, RET=T






The description of the above execution deck follows:
(1) Usual LOGON card.	 -
(2) Data definition card for unit 10, z-vector output.
The DISP =NEW parameter indicates the file named ZOUT
does not exist. The RET=T parameter (RETAIN=TENIPORARY)
means the file will automatically be erased at the end
of the job.
(3) Data definition card for unit 11, u-vector and y-
vector output. Since the RET=T parameter does not
appear on this card, the file UYOUT will be permanent.
The user will have to use the ERASE command in a later
run to delete it.
(4) Invokes the IMSL library. Routine GGNOF (random no
r	 generator) is used from IMSL'for the sample function.
I;	 (S) Specifies that the library TvpM .LIB should be searchedr	
for all routines first.
(6) Execute the program.
t	 (7) Input data.





The following represents a sample execution (with descrip-
tion and output listing).
1 J . 	;"-;" T, %.*,,
2	 y j?:'Tj.i
3	 P LA :'r mT
4	 r: U ,i AA n r
5	 CLOSEOuT,
6	 SAVSYS*T,
7	 " jVA •  -r
8	 P. .fo
9 T: I PU'.r F ,::', PLANT OYNA.-17C5
10	 2	 1	 1	 1
11 - 2
1? 1.6	 1 . c t, ") 5
13 0. a
14 1 v
is :} . E	 1 . U
16 J . %)
17 1.0
18 ^11 . U
19 TN PUT Fo r, HUAAN CY,'!A,%17CS
20	 2	 1	 1,	 1










31  Q 0
32 0.0	 0 ell
33 0.1,









43 CLOSEO LOOP INPUT
44	 6	 1	 61	 1
45	 1	 1	 3	 —1	 1	 0
46	 1.	 1.0
47	 1 1.0
48 j . o
49 0.0
so 1.0





nV. IDENTIFICATION PROGRAM (SCIDNT)
1 4
	
	 The identification algorithm delivered to NASA ARC is a
modified version of an aircraft identification code commonly
referred to as SCIDNT. The basic modification utilizes the
output error method to estimate the parameters associated with
the human operator model. Specifically, the parameters can
include any combinations of the parameters associated with the
i^
 optimal cost function aswell as the parameters associated with
the Kalman filter/predictor (e.g. the process noise/measurement
noise covariances as well as the prediction time).
5.1 DESCRIPTION
The identification algorithm assumes a structure for the
human operator model of the form:






	 -a x(t t-T) + vm (t)	 (5.l)
a
where
F* _ (I + eFT KHT)(F - GX - eFT KH)
G* = (I + eFT KHT)eFT K
The input to the system isy a t-T), the displayed variable to
the operator, and the output is u(t), the controlled output of
the operator.
This model is based on the assumption that the operator has
	
r	 an "internal" aircraft model that is suitably modified by a
111
i	 tt'
Kalman filter derived from the internal model and state noise..-
111
An optimal controller is also implemented which ultimatelyP	 p
.produces the stick motion (output) of the operator.
Y
,
In the above equations, the follow ing definitions are used: #,,
b
(1)	 K = Kalman gains = PHT Vy_1.t
I
where P is the solution of the filter Riccati equation'
FP + pFT + rQrT 
_ PHT Vy -1 HP = 0r
r




S	 is the solution of the control Riccati equation
SF + FT 	 + Q - SG g -1 G TS = 0
(3)	 T = operator's "reaction" time 	 (in seconds)
The input- to the algorithm are the matrices, covariances,
etc.	 associated with the plant 	 (e.g.,	 F,	 G, H, W,	 etc.).	 At
each iteration of the parameters to be estimated, 	 F*, G*	 and
A	 are computed as well as the sensitivity matrices 	 aF*/ae,
aG*/a6,	 aA/ae
	 where	 a	 is a generic representation of the
parameter(s) to be estimated.
The sensitivity equation for 	 F*	 is given by
*
F e	_	 (I + K'HT)(Fe-K'H 6 - K I H -	 GA e	- GeA)
+	 rTK'H6 + TKBH + T 6 K'H] [F - K'H - Ga]





__... __ ...._.	 ..a.r..... w..	 .un.<.r..(...d...	 .na .rr.w..ara_	 n,	 .r.rzr...........rc.,L.aG:r.. 	 .... ..	 ........4..w....	 ._..,.x:vu-._	 wu«.w3nie.e'niiiui€:vYa.s.....M +..i/.^
Also
	
Kg	 K + TFK + TF K + T FK
	
e	 e	 e	 e	 e
=	 (I, + TF)K	 +	 (TF	 + T F)K
e	 e
x	 =	
a	 (g-1	 GT S)	 = 9 - 1	 G T S	 + g-i	 G 6
T S	 g-1	 g e	 9	
I	 GTS
-1	 T= 9	 [GT S	 + G S	 gexl
e	 8
where	 Se	 is obtained implicitly from
it I
(F	 GA) TS	 + S(F	 GX)	 Qe	 X. T	 -g e X	 (F 6	G6 A) 
T S6
S(F 8	 G e X)
Depending on the parameter set,	 e,	 to be estimated, the
previous sensitivity equation(s) are constructed and computed
In a sequence of various subroutines.
In the SCIDNT implenentation,	 F*, G*	 and	 are computed
transparently to the user.	 That is,	 at any iteration step, the
matrices	 K 1 , H, T,	 X	 are computed	 (as well as the sensitivity
equation) and are used to compute	 F*, G*	 and	 X.	 Currently,
the state equation matrices 	 (and partials) are computed in
subroutine STATG and measurement equation matrices	 (and partials)
in subroutine MEASG.	 (The "general equation" mode of previous




STATG assumes that the user is using the general linear
dwi
model (specified of the TITLE card). 	 The four integers in
columns 69-80 of the parameter cards indicate the position of
each parameter in the system matrices.	 The parameters enter
into the STATG routine in the P-array and the indices in the
IPDX array act as pointers from the P-array to a set of local
plant and human operator matrices. 	 These matrices local to
STATG are:
PAC (NS x NS)	 - plant system matrix
(	 NQAC)
	 - plant control matrixGAC	 NS x
GAMAC (NS x NDAC) - plant noise matrix
QAC (NDAC x NDAC) - plant process noise covariance
(_tip)
I-AC	 (NPAC 'x NS)	 - plant measurement matrix
DAC (NPAC x NQAC) - plant measurement/control matrix
(=O)
f
RAC (NPAC x NPAC) - plant measurement noise covariance
z
(=Vy)
A (NS x NS)	 - state weighting matrix (=Q) {
B	 (NQAC x NQAC)	 -`control weighting matrix (=g)
TAU (scalar)	 - operator's prediction/delay time
s( =T)
IPDX elements are calculated by the user assuming the
matrices are stacked columnwise in the order shown above. 	 NQAC,
NPAC and NDAC are the number of controls, measurements and
disturbances, respectively, for the1p ant model.	 F*, G*, h	 and
DF, DG and Da	 (partials of	 F, G	 and	 X) with respect to the
-parameters) for the operator model are calculated by STATG from
PAC, GAC, GAMAC, QAC, HAC, DAC, RAC, A, B and TAU. f
The entry points of STATG and their functions are described ..
below;
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fSTATG (main entry) — Calculates operator model F* and G*
given FAC, GAC, GM4AC, QAC, HAC,
DAC ,.(= 0) , RAC, A, B and TAU
MEASG	 - Calculates a and D (=0)
GQGG	 - Calculates rQr T' for operator model
t '
	
	 (since process noise is not imple-
mented, this is always zero)




Calculates a/ae (rgrT) for operator
(always zero, since process noise is{	 not implemented)
_	 DERH	 - Calculates ae (operator)
DEPR
	
- Calculates a/ae (Vm) for operator.
Since IRCMP=0 is assumed, elements of
Vm are not identified. It is,
however, computed "after the fact" by
computing the standard deviation of
the residual between the input control
(stick output of the operator) read
from data and the estimated control of 	 i
the operator.
Although restrictions on r, Vm and rQr T (Q is used
internal to STATG, however this corresponds to W external to
STATG) have been pointed out above, the user can still identify
elements in GAMAC, RAC, QAC existing in the previous versions of 	 1
'	 SCIDNT.
All STATG entries interface with the existing SCIDNT's
UPDATE subroutine. Other SCIDNT s subroutines changed from the
`	 previous _version are
OUTERR	 arrays depending upon number of^controls, enlarged
to accommodate S controls
i
INREAD - reads controls /measurements
I
In order to avoid overwriting intermediate results which
might be in arrays DUM, DUM 2 , DDM in common block /DDM/, all








information for	 D	 appears in the comments of the code for
1
STATG.	 Other arrays which must be re-dimensioned (if number of
measurements, states, controls, or process noise is increased
above current maximum) are:
FAC , DFAC	 (NS * * 2 )
GAC, DGAC (NS*NQAC)
GAMAC, DGAMAC (NS*NN)





AAC, DAAC	 (NS*NS) t	 .
BAC, DBAC (NQAC*NQAC)
P	 (NS*NS), K





DP, DK	 DKPR (same as P,	 K,-KPR),
EVLRKF, EVLIKF,' EVLROC, EVLIOC	 (NS)
`	 EVCKF, EVCOC,	 EVCIKF,'EVCIOC	 (NS*NS)
S,	 DS	 (NS*NS)	 C, DC	 (NQAC*NS)
Also, Matrices such as DUM, DUM2, DUM1, FAA, HAA, etc. must
9
be re-dimensioned in OUTER2RR.
5.2	 PROGRAM STRUCTURE
In order to facilitate the future	 (potential) upgrading of
the identification algorithm, the following section describes the
program structure generic to the original version of SCIDNT.
Currently, the identification algorithm utilizes the output error
method embedded in the subroutine OUTERR.	 Utilization of the
subroutine DRIVER can be used to incorporate process noise in the
model.















F OF MOTION TO DETER-
F
INREAD CONDUCTS PARAMETER MINE LIKELIHOOD
! SEARCH AND HANDLES FUNCTION AND ITS




Figiure 5.1	 Basis Program Structurei'i
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PDRIVER and OUTERR are two versions of the main routine.
DRIVER should be used if process noise is present ..	 DRIVER may
also be used if process noise is not present, but in this case
OUTERR may be used. 	 OUTERR requires less storage than DRIVER
to work with the same number of data points.
Both routines read cards which 'specify page heading, and
number of states,	 controls, measurements, and process noise
sources.
	 This information is passed to the subroutines so that j
dynamically dimensioned.arrays may be	 Currently, the maximum
4 allowable values are
number of states < 5
number of controls < 3
number of measurements < 5 r
number of process noise sources < 1
number of data points < 3.01 for DRIVER
_#
< 501 for OUTERR
number of identifiable parameters < 18 for OUTERR i
< 10 for DRIVER -'
SMAIN is called by DRIVER or OUTERR. 	 SMAIN sets up the remaining
program for identifying parameters.
	
It reads cards which specify
the parameter values, which parameters are to be fixed, bounds
on the parameters, and other input data. 	 SMAIN conducts the
iterative maximum likelihood parameter search with sticcessive
calls to UPDATE. 	 SMAIN also handles printout, printer plots,
and writes time histories on tape or disc files.
UPDATE is called by SMAIN.	 UPDATE solves linear ordinary
differential equations for state time histories and for the
sensitivity of the likelihood function with respect to parameters
that are to be identified. 	 It also computes the likelihood
function itself.	 It calls STATG to determine state dynamics and
control distribution matrices and their gradients in terms of
the current estimates of the parameters. 	 Similarly, it calls
MEASG for the measurement equations. '#
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STATE and MEASG are subroutines which define the matrice
in the state and measurement equation, respectively.
5.3 INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
SCIDNT requires two classes of inputs. The first type,
which will be
-
referred to as "card-input," defines the number
of states, controls, etc., and denotes the parameters of the
model which are to be identified. SCIDNT reads card-input from
unit 5.
The second type of input consists of tabular values of the
measurement and control time history. SCIDNT calls a subroutine
INREAD once before beginning the identification algorithm. Sub-
routine INREAD reads the values of measurements y and controls
u for the entire time period of the experiment. The user must
supply his own version of INREAD for "real" data. This is
because in general, INREAD must read data in many different
formats for various types of simulation or flight test data.
For simulated data, INREAD is compatible with data written to	 t
disc from the TVOPT program. 1
Card-input to the SCIDNT computer program consists of a
sequence of cards constructed from various "'card types." That
is, several cards ofa single type may be required in the input 	 3
sequence. The card-input sequence is described in the following
paragraphs. The card types are described in Table 5.1.
(1) One card of type 1. It contains run identification
information which is printed at the top of each page
of output.
(2) One card of type 2. The number of states, measure-
ments, controls, and process noise sources specified
on this card will be used in array dimension limits
throughout the program. If they exceed the maximum
dimensions allowed in the program, then a message will
be printed and execution will stop. (The limits may




COLUMNS FORMAT VARIABLE NAME DESCRIPTION
1 1-76 19A4 TITLE Program identification informa-
tion.	 Specify GENE as the first
four characters.
2 1-5 I5 K1MAX Maximum number of iterations
(default value is 6)
6-10 I5 K2MAX Maximum number of step cuts
(default value is 4)
11-20 D10.0 DL1 Sample time interval of time
histories
21-25 I5 NNS Number of states (default value
i is	 5)
I
26-30 I5 NNP Number of measurements (default
value is 5)
31-35 I5 NNQ Number of controls (default
value is 3 for a lateral case
and 2 for a longitudinal	 case)
36-40 I5 NNG Number of process noise sources,
must be >1	 (default value is 1)
41-45 I5 NMAXP Total number of non-zero
parameters
3 1-5 I5 IPLOT =3	 if both printer plots and a
tape of the variables T, Y, and
YPLOT (time, measurements, and
measurement estimates) are to be
made
=2, if only the tape is to be
made
=1,	 if only the printer plots
are to be made




COLUMNS FORMAT VARIABLE NAME DESCRIPTION
6-10 I5 NOISE =1, if process noise is to be
included in the model
=0, if no process noise is to be
included in the model
11-15 I5 IRCMP =0, if estimate of measurement
noise covariance (R matrix) is
computed internally in program
(usual	 procedure)
l
=1, if estimate of measurement
noise covariance is fixed to
input values
16-20 15	 ! IPRNT' =0, if extra printout for
diagnostic purposes is not
required
=1, if extra printout for
diagnostic purposes is desired
21-25 I5 IINFO =0, if the a priori	 information
matrix is not to be input, but
zero filled
=1, if the a priori 	 information
matrix is input	 see card type 7)
26-30 I5 IEIGF =0, if the eigenvalues of F are
not desired
=1, if the eigenvalues of the
initial and final	 F are to be
computed and printed
31-35 I5 IGUST =1, if estimate of wind gust is
to be plotted (ignored if
NOISE = 0)
i =0, if not
36-40 INC Printer plot interval
^ CARD
COLUMNS _- FORMAT VARIABLE NAME DESCRIPTION
4 1-5 I5 _ ICOLK(i) =0, if the i th column of K, the
Kalman gain matrix, is to be
i=1,	 NP zero filled
1, I5 =1	 if the i th column of K is to
be retained (usual procedure)
5 2-5 14 Jl Parameter number as used in the
model
7-10 A4 JZ =blank, if the parameter is not
to be identified
=non-blank (such as an asterisk)
if it is to be identified
11-30 D20.4 P(J1) Initial parameter value
i 31-50 D20:4 PL(J1) Lower bound on parameter
51-68 D18.4 PU (J1) Upper bound on parameter.	 If
both the lower and upper bounds
are zero on input, then they
are defaulted to -1000 and
+1000, respectively
69-80 4I3 IPX Parameter location
6 1 Al ECHK Any character (not a blank) to
denote the end of cards of type 5
7 1-80 I8D10.0 INFO(i,j), i row of the information matrix
j= 1, ... no.	 of (continue the row on additional
parameters cards as needed).	 Repeat for
being identi- each row of INFO, beginning each








iIf an input variable on this card has a standard
value, then the variable will default to the standard
value if the input value is 	 zero	 (see Table 5.1).
The sample time interval is data dependent and has no
` default value.	 The program computes its own integra-
tion_interval to strike a balance between computa-
tional speed andaccuracy_(see section 5.4).
I
P
(3) One card of type 3.	 This card flags various program
options.
` (4) One card of type 4.	 This card specifies which columns
'
kof the Kalman gain matrix,	 K,	 are to be retained or
filled with zeroes.	 It is infrequently but sometimes
i advantageous to delete columns of 	 K	 to enhance	 j
convergence of the parameter search.	 The usual
practice is to retain all the columnn of	 K.
1 (5) Up to rVAXP cards of type 5, one for each non-zero or
identified parameter in the model.
(6) One card of type 6 to designate the end of cards of
Y - type 5 in the input sequence.
1 (7) If IINFO = 1 on card type 3, then the a priori infor- 	 ,.
mation matrix is input here by including as many cards
of type 7 as are necessary.	 If IINFO _ 0',	 then no	 .
z cards of type 7 should be used.
( 8 ) Three blank cards.
Card type 5	 (see	 Table 5.1)	 is `required for input of the
















F NS x NS
G NS x NQ
r NW x NG
W NG x NG
H HD x NS
D NP x NQ
ly NP x NP
Q NS x NS
g NQ x NQ
T scalar
where NS _ # of states
NP = # of measurements
f	
NG ',= # of process noise sources
NQ = # of control inputs
1
The user must allow for at least one column of	 r	 and one
element of Vy.
The user defines the characteristics of both constant
parameters and parameters to be identified using "card-input" of .
type 5.	 The last four integer entries define the location of
the particular parameter in the system matrices.	 The location
is an integer number specifying the vector location in the
matrix list;	 i.e.,	 each matrix is stored by column and the i
mattrices are stored in the order shown in Table 5.2. 	 Thus,
location 1 implies F(1,1) 	 and location NS*NS+1' implies G(l,l),
etc.	 By using more than one of the four integer location inputs
possible with each parameter, the user can direct SCIDNT to
place a given parameter in up to four matrix elements. 	 If a
124
Ii
particular matrix location does not have a parameter value
assi gned,	 SCIDNT assumes a value of 0.0.
In summary, the input required for each parameter according
to the format defined above is:	 blank, parameter sequence
number (1 to 38), a non-blank character if this parameter is to
be identified,	 the parameter value, allowed lower limit on
parameter value, allowed upper limit on parameter value, and one
to four location specification indices.






then the parameter card
1 *	 -2.62	 -1000.0	 1000.0 1	 21	 42	 62









-2.62	 0 0	 0 -2.62




0	 0 0	 0 0
0	 0 0	 0 0
[ 42 7 (62]
_2 . 62	 0 0	 0 -2.62
0	 0 0	 0 0'
H=- 0	 0 0	 0 0
0	 0 0	 0 0
0	 0 0	 0 0
F (L, l)	 = location 1 = 1
F(1,5)'= location 5(5-1)	 + 1 = 21
H(l,l)	 _ location NS 	 + NS- NQ + NS • NGN+ NGN 2 + 5(1-1) + 2 = 42





The purpose of subroutine INREAD is to retrieve measurement
and control time history data from cards, magnetic tape, or
other mass storage devices.




NQ	 = number of controls
NP	 number of measurements
i
NDPMAX	 maximum number of data storage locations
(i.e. data points)	 for each measurement
or control
p
Outputs: T	 = array for storing the time of each data,
point
U	 _ array for storing the control time
histories
Y	 array for storing measurement time	 r	 ~^
histories







The program uses the array T only for the plot outputs.
The identification algorithm does not require T.
` (2)	 TI and TF are the initial and final times of the
measurement time histories.	 The user can ignore these
two arguments while writing INREAD, except that two
dummy arguments must be included in the argument list.-
(3)	 INREAD should either read the value of NDPA before
reading T, Y, and U or should count the number of
columns of these arrays as it reads them. 	 The main
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%_Y.M	 =.d 	 A	 r_f	 .I	 ^4r4a(.$k a^ p( 	 ik4srK r	 .s
a	 s$	 fi	 Y
^i
j
program does not initialize NDPA before calling
-	 INREAD.
U( 4 )	 INREAD should not reset the values of NQ, NP, or
NDPMAX.
(5)	 INREAD may perform any desired preprocessing of Y and
U.
5.4	 OUTPUT GUIDE AND EFFECTIVE USE OF THE PROGRAM
Three forms of output can be obtained from Linear SCIDNT.
i
They are:
F (1)	 Tabular printout showing the progress of the parameter
estimation process.
(2)	 Printer plots of time histories for measurements and=,
measurement estimates using the final values of
identified parameter and inputs. V
(3)	 Measurement, measurement estimates and input time
history data stored on magnetic tape for use in
generating off-line plots. I
The first type of output is always produced.
	 Types 2 and 3 are
I optional and may be selected by the user (see input data cards #
description).
The option is provided to put measurement and control time
history data on magnetic tape, primarily for the purpose of i
producing off-line plots analogous to the printer plots.
	 Data
is written to tape (currently designated as being on logical








1 NS, NQ, NP, NEW 3
NS	 = Number of states
NQ	 = Number of controls
NP 	 = Number of measurements




f 2 thru NEW+1 T (K) ,	 U(K), 	 Y ( K ) ,	 YPLOT (K)
,
T	 = Time for k th data step
(l variable per record)
thU	 = Controls for k	 data step
(NQ variables per record)
Y	 =Actual measurements for kth M1
data step	 (NP variables per
record)
YPLOT_= Estimated measurements for




The computer program's applicability is quite general. 	 The
following guidelines may make the program more useful for the






f5.4.1 Data Integration Step Size
The program uses a second-order Rung e-Kutta method to solve
ordinary differential equations for the states and for the
parameter sensitivites. This method is accurate only if the
step size is much smaller than the smallest time constant of the
system. However, a step size that is too small will require
excessive execution time and may lead to problems with roundoff
errors.	 A samplin g
 rate of 20-50 times the hi ghest systemC,	 CD
natural frequency (Hz) should be an adequate compromise.
Linear SCIDNT automatically chooses the integration step
size.
	 Subroutine INTSTP sets the integration, step size DTINT to
DTINT	 DTSMPL/K A
where DTSMPL is the sample period for the data and K is the
smallest integer greater than ten times the magnitude of the
largest eigenvalue of the system dynamics matrix F.
	 This value
is'adjusted before each parameter identification iteration to
reflect changes in the F matrix.
The user can make estimates of relative program running time
using estimates of the largest norm of the system eigenvalues.
5.4.2	 Primary and Secondary Parameters
The computer program can identify any or all unknown
parameters if enough information is available about these
parameters from the data.	 To identify a large number of param-
eters, a very careful procedure is often required to ensure
convergence.
	 In the procedure which has been found to be most
successful, the parameters are divided into two or more groups
in the decreasing order of the effect they have on the response.
Initially, only the most important parameters are identified, L1
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leaving the remaining-ones fixed at a. priori values. Once a
*L
reasonable convergence is achieved on these parameters, the
second group may be added to the list of identifiable parameters'.
The identification is carried out using this new set of param-
eters, which are identified until a reasonable convergence is
reached. This procedure is repeated until all the parameters
are included in the identified set.
5.4.3 Initial Parameter Estimates
Good a priori values (e.g., from other wind tunnel data or
flight tests) should be used for start-up. If they are not
available, it may be necessary to use a least-squares type of
	 !,
procedure to obtain starting values.
a
5.4.4 Data Record Length
E
	
	 Sufficient data length should be used to identify parameters.
If the data length is too short, the identified model may yield
i
a good time history match even though the parameter estimates are
inaccurate. A data length equal to 2 to 3 times the longest
period of the system should prove adequate. Keep in mind the
required maximum number of data points.




In order to assure adquate information content in the data,
a`sampling interval of at least 25 times the highest system
natural frequency is required. A faster sampling rate provides
somewhat more accurate parameter estimates because of some addi-
tional information available in the sampled data. However, the
algorithm realizes diminishing returns in terms of increased






ABNORMAL TERMINATION CORRECTIVE ACTION
CONDITION
Step Cut Limit Exceeded (1) Increase step cut limit and
restart using parameter estimates
from final iteration of terminated
run. Ll
(2) Delete parameters with low confi-
f
dence	 (F-value small) from the
search.
Iteration Limit Exceeded (1) Restart program using parameter
values from final iteration of
terminated run.
(2) Increase iteration limit.
f	 NORMAL TERMATION, BUT CORRECTIVE ACTION
PROBLEMS IN RESULT
High Value of a Partic- (1) Faulty data:	 Inspect for correct .-
ular Measurement's sign,	 slipping,	 lost values, {
Noise Covariance "'shot" noise.
(2) Incorrect values for "fixed"
parameter.
High Standard Deviation (1) Insufficient excitation of the
on a Particular mode which that parameter
Parameter Estimate influences.	 Rerun identifying
only the more important parameters.
(2) Too many parameters identified
for that particular data record
(i.e.,	 overparameterization).
Rerun, identifying only the more
important parameters. `-
(3) Parameter influence masked by a -'t
parallel influence from another, Y,








t '	 5. 5
	 PROGRAM FLOWCHART (STATG)
i
!	 The program flowchart for STATG is shown in Figure 5,2.





These must be present in a user library when the program is t	
r










These routines were used because they have more general
calling sequences, and, in many cases, combine the operation of
transposition with multiplication or addition, resulting in more 4
efficient use of temporary storage and fewer subroutine calls
for complicated matrix algebra expressions. 	 Descriptions and
ca"fling sequences for these routines are as follows (N followed
by;	 a matrix name, e.g. NA, denotes a 2-element integer array
containing the numbers of rows and columns of the matrix).
CALL ALA (A, NA, B, ALPHA)	 (B = ALPHA*A)















ZERO OUT SENSITIVITY MATRICES
r
LOAD UP FAC, GAC, GAMAC,
QAC, HAC, DAC, RAC, A, B,
AND TAU FROM PARAMETER
VECTOR PAR	 a
j
CALCULATE P AND K MATRICES
(INNER)T	 T  T -
FaP + PFD + raQara - PHa Ra l HaP = 0
	
"a" subscripts
T _ 1	 denote FAC, etc.
K = PHa R	 T = TAU
CALCULATE S + C MATRICES
(INNER)







K' = eFaT 1<
	 + Fa*T).K
CALCULATE HUMAN F MATRIX
F 	 (I + K'HT)(F - GC - K'H) 	 <.
t
CALCULATE HUMAN G MATRIX
G = (I + K'HT)K' F
CALCULATE HUMAN H MATRIX
H = -C
1






-LOAD UP MODEL SENSITIVITY
MATRICES DFAC, DGAC,
DGAMAC, DQAC, DHAC,
DDAC, DRAC, DA, DB, DTAU
WITH 1'S IN PROPER PLACES
t
CALCULATE SENSITIVITY OF P
t	 MATRIX (SCOV)




KH ) [e subscript => 3/ae]
CALCULATE SENSITIVITY OF K MATRIX




CALCULATE SENSITIVITY OF S MATRIX (SCOV)
(Fa -GaC) TSe + Se (F
a 
-GaC) _ -Ae - CTBeC
-(F	 G C)T	
-
S - S(F	 G C)	
r
ae - ae	 a8 ae
CALCULATE SENSITIVITY OF C MATRIX
C = B -1 ( GaeS + Ga S e - BBC)
CALCULATE SENSITIVITY OF K' MATRIX
Ke	 (I+TFa )Ke + ( TFae+TeFa)K
I
Figure 5.2, Program Flowchart (STATG) (Continued)
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CALL APALB	 (A, NA, B, C, ALPHA)	 (C = A + ALPHA*B)
Scales B by ALPHA and adds it to A, storing result in C.
A, B, and/or C may be same matrix.	 Used for matrix addi-
tion and subtraction when ALPHA = 1 or -1. 	 (No multiplies
are performed ,.iii these cases.)
CALL APALBT (A, NA, B, C, ALPHA)	 (C	 A + ALPHA*BT)
Scales transpose of B and adds to A, storing result in C.
A, B, and/or C may be same matrix.	 Note that A + B must
be square.
,
CALL ATXB	 (A, NA,	 B, NB,	 C, NC)	 (C = AT *B)
Multiplies transpose of A by B, storing result in C. 	 A + C
i or B + C may not be same matrix.	 NC is output parameter.
f
CALL AXB	 (A, NA,	 B, NB, C, NC)	 (C = A*B)
Multiplies A by B, storing result in C.	 A +__C or B + C may
not be same matrix.	 NC is output parameter.
CALL AXBT	 (A, NA,	 B, NB,	 C, NC)	 (C = A*BT )
i
i
Multiplies A by transpose of B, storing result in C. 	 NC is
output parameter.	 A + C or B + C may not be the same
matrix. i
CALL AXWXBT	 (A, NA, W, B, NB, C, D)	 (C = A*W*BT)
Multiplies A by W by transpose of B, storing result in C.
D is an NA(2) x 1 scratch vector.	 W is assumed to be
dimensioned (NA(2) x NB,2).	 A+ C or W+ C or B+ C must z
not be same matrix.	 D must also be a separate storage area
{ from A,	 W,	 B,	 or C.
ii
CALL AZERO CA, NA)	 (A = 0)














(2) DDEF'FT10F001, VS, TIME.HISTORY, DISP=OLD
(3) JBLB SCIDNT








-	 The description of the above execution deck follows:
(1) Usual LOGON card.
(2) Data definition card specifying the file on which time
history is stored.
(3)I Assign library SCIDNT.
(4) Assign library HUMANOP.
(5) Load in block data.
(6) Execute program.
x
( 7 ) Data.






The following program is a "stand-alone" computer program
which can be used to create a general output disc file to be read
as input for the TVSR program. Specifically, the program reads
the input data from cards and writes to disc file in the
identical format as does the TF program. Since the TVSR program
inputs data in identically this format, this stand-alone code can
be used to generate input data for TVSR without the need to
exercise the TF program.
The input format for TVSR is given in Table 3.2. The
following program can serve to create this data from an input
card deck; an example is also shown. Note: In the example,
card 1 indicates 3 x's. These x's correspond to (1) the number
of plant states, (3) the number of human states and (3) the
number of augmented states. In the case when the input vector
is not augmented (with the deterministic input, p(t)), these x
values are arbitrary_. For the case when the input vector is
I	 augmented,` care should be taken in inserting the correct values.
i
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IMPLICIT	 PEAL # P	 (A-Ht(]-2) i
OIMFNSION	 IFNT(3)
DIMENSION F(1 19 1 5 )• C.(15r15),	 M(15915)9	 W( g t p )•	 VY(595)
OTF+ENSlQN	 VA(59s)
L	 .` c








NS•	 I•INP♦ NSHv NMH9 NSC• NI• 	 NMs NSA *	NCA
100 FQRMAT(9151 i	 .
C	 READ MATRICES AT START TIME
'	 CALL	 RUMAT(F.NSgNS.IFMT.5)




CALL RDNAT(VY.NPH.N;4H#IFMT95) 	 !
CAL:': ROMAN	 VA+	 NCA,	 NCA.	 IFMT+	 5C
C	 WRITE OTMENSInNS AKV HATRICFS AT START 	 TIME


















CAL L. ROMAT(H t NMgNS.TFM1t5)	 j
CALL RDMA1(tV.NNPgNNP.IFMT,5)
	 0 O	 _	 I
CALL RL'MA1(VYtNMHrNMHrIFMTr5)
CALL RDMAT(	 VA.	 NCA t	NCA.
	 IFMTt	 5)C
C	 W RI T E O pIE NS InNS AND HATHICF-S AT END	 TIME
C
W RIIE(Il)	 NS A	NNE'.	 NSN,	 NMH,	 N SCr	 N(•	 NM.	 NSA ♦ 	 NCA





CALL	 04TMAT(VY+NMH ► NMHVll)	
~CAL(	 fiWIMAT(VA•	 NCAv	 NCAP	 11)











































3 0.0 0.0 -0.263 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
4 0.0 0.263 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.139 0.0
5 0.0 0.0365 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
G 6 0. 0 0.0 -0.263 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
7
8












17 -1.0 -0.1405 1.0098
18 1.0098 -0.1405
19 -.707 -.707
20 .707 -.707
21
22
1.0
1.0
23
24
25
`r
w
k
d
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